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Introduction. 
The theory of minimal surfaces represents an important chapter
in the study of global analysis and remains a testing ground for our
understanding of the non-linear partial differential equations of
geometry. Perhaps its greatest charm lies in its mercurial avoidance
of isolation. Today we see profound applications to such diverse
fields as 3-manifold topology and non-abelian gauge theory, to name
two ; see [En] for a recent survey and extensive bibliography.
(Very recently there have been exciting new applications of the
theory of periodic minimal surfaces in 30 to crystallography, see
[T&A&H&H].) Consequently, the principal aim of this thesis, which is
to establish the groundwork for the investigation of new interactions
between minimal surface theory in V, algebraic geometry and soliton
theory, see §4.F, is very much in the traditional spirit of the
subject.
The oldest and strongest links are with complex function
theory ; these were forged when it was realised that a minimal
surface in 30 is, at least locally, the real part of a null
holomorphic curve in C3 , and consequently that the Gauss map of such
a surface is a holomorphic object, see §1.B and §1.C. This fact is
embodied in the classical Weierstrass representation formulae (§1.C),
which have been of great utility in the study of minimal surfaces
in euclidean space, e.g. see [Osl] and [L]. It was observed by
Weierstrass in 1866, that if one locally reparameterises a minimal
surface by its Gauss map then these equations become (at least
locally) integrable, and hence one obtains algebraic formulae for the
surface (§1.C, §3.D), in terms of an auxiliary holomorphic function
on the complex projective line, see [W] and [E]. This fact does
not feature very prominently in the current minimal surface
literature.
In his paper [112] of 1982 on SU(2)-monopoles, Hitchin provides
an algebraic geometric interpretation of these formulae of
Weierstrass, which involves twistor transforming the null curve in
C 3 into an algebraic curve on the space of affine null planes, H,
(a holomorphic line bundle over 1P 1 ). This observation of Hitchin's,
was my motivation for this work and §§2,3 consist of a detailed
account of the mechanics of this twistor correspondence. The
following picture may be helpful here. View a null holomorphic
curve in C 3
 as a conformal field on a Riemann surface. The essential
feature of the twistor transform of 2.8 is that the nullity condition,
which acts as an infinitesimal constraint on the conformal fields,
is encoded into a boundary condition 'at infinity' for the
transformed curve, via the Chern class of H. The transformed field
is locally free, and local reparameterization by the Gauss map
linearises the moduli space. This boundary condition at infinity,
determines the intersection behaviour of the global holomorphic
sections of H, and thus modulates the infinitesimal structure of the
'trajectory field' obtained by osculating a curve on II, hence the
nullity condition, see 2.15.
Having removed the nullity constraint it becomes possible
to conformally compactify the range, see §4.B and §4.C. Thus we are
likely to obtain a good picture of moduli spaces of null curves in
C 3 . An interesting point which emerges from this is that we seem to
obtain better moduli spaces if we include all critical points of
energy, not just the absolute minima, i.e. we allow branching, see
[0s3].
§1 consists mostly of well—known results viewed from a slightly
new angle, together with some trivial adjustments of classical
results to allow for branch points. We make these adjustments in
order to obtain a global picture of the algebraic minimal surfaces
of §4 and in particular to obtain an understanding of the structure
of minimal surfaces which arise from SU(2)—monopoles, see §4.F.
Note that §§2,3 and4 are prefaced by remarks of an introductory
nature.
§1 Preliminaries. 
Those readers unfamiliar with the ideas described here should
consult [Os 1], see also [G&H] and [L].
(A) Branched Minimal Surfaces in 343. 
Let M denote a Riemann surface and suppose that g, a smooth
metric, lies in the conformal equivalence class determined by the
complex structure. For any Co EM we can write
g	 = 2A(C)Idd2
C
where E is a local holomorphic coordinate on a neighbourhood, U,
of E
o' 
I g 1 2 = Re(dEODd) and AC CO 3 E) is strictly positive
Consequently, A
g
, the Laplace operator of g, takes the following
form on U
2d d
A,_ 	 _ .
g	 X dC dC
Hence the notion of a harmonic function on M, i.e. fEC(M,IR)
satisfying A f = 0 , is conformally invariant and therefore well —
defined with respect to the complex structure of M.
Definition 1.1 (i) A map (I) : M---0-1R 3 , is said to be harmonic, if
each component is a harmonic function on M.
(ii) A smooth map 4) :	 , is said to be weakly 
conformal if (I) is conformal on 1,1\{ critical points of (1) ).
(iii) A smooth, positive semi-definite global section,
g, of the second symmetric power of T M, the cotangent bundle of M,
which is positive-definite off a discrete set of zeros, will be
referred to as a semi-metric on M.
Remark 1.2 It is straightforward to check that the distance function,
6 , induced on M by a semi-metric g, given by
6 (x,y) =	 in f	 d s
y X	 -
where ds denotes the line element of g, and
X = { piece-wise smooth curves from x to y )
is a metric on M.
The set of critical points of a non-constant, weakly conformal
harmonic map (I) : M--)-1R 3
 , is either empty or consists of isolated
d dpoints. This follows because (I) is harmonic iff 	 --ck= 0 , i.e.a a
Let <,> denote the Euclidean structure on 10 and let ds
denote the semi-metric induced on M by 4) ; i.e.
d(I)	 .is holomorphic : but since
d( 0) = 0 iff Igo ) = 0
such a	 must be isolated.
(1)
Remark 1.3 (i) ds (21) is the
the Hermitian semi-metric
Riemannian semi-metric induced on M by
2141d
2
de.1
ds2	 (1) < , > = 2 dcb
	 2
(ii) Since ds 2 vanishes at a critical point of 4), the(k)
Gaussian curvature K4) , of ds; , may be infinite there.
Definition 1.4 (i) A critical point of a non-constant, weakly conformal
harmonic map is called a branch point.
We denote the set of branch points of (1), by B.
(ii) A non-constant, (weakly) conformal harmonic
map (1) : M	 iR , will be referred to as a (branched) minimal 
immersion of M into 1R 3 , and the image is a (branched) minimal
surface in le .
We close this section with a couple of elementary observations
regarding the geometry of a branched minimal surface in IR 3 . Firstly
on an infinitesimal level, observe that since the mean curvature of
ds 2 is proportional to IA(I)(1)1 ' which is zero , K is non-positive(I)	 (1)
on M. Secondly on a global level, recall that it follows from the
maximum principle of Hopf, that if 4) : M----4 le is a branched
minimal immersion then M is non-compact. However the branched
minimal surfacesof central interest to us here, (i.e. algebraic
minimal surfaces), are easily shown to be complete in the following
sense of Hopf and Rinow, see [H&R] and [Os 1]
Definition 1.5 (i) A path p : [0,1)	 M is divergent if for any
compact subset X e M there exists t o < 1 such that p(t) €[ X for
t t o .
(ii) A semi—metric g on M is complete, if every
divergent path on M has infinite length with respect to ds .
(iii) A semi—metric g on M is (1,1), if in every local
holomorphic coordinate E on M, with domain U say, g has the form
g = X(E)1dE1 2 , for some	 E Ccci(U,IR) .
Proposition 1.6 A (1,1) semi—metric g, on a Riemann surface M,
induces the manifold topology.
Proof It is an easy exercise to check that the only difficulty we
might encounter would be the existence of an open neighbourhood U,
of a zero of g, z say, which does not contain a 6g—open neighbourhood
of z.
So, suppose that E is a local coordinate centred at z : there
exists e > 0 such that B E(0,e) = {E ; 1E1 <e} lies in U and is
relatively compact in M. Let 6 = inf_ 	 : since 6g is a
ICI =1
metric and {E; 1E1 =	 } is compact, we have 5>0 . We now show
that the 6g—ball at z of radius 6 ., lies in BE(0,1) and hence lies
in U.
Suppose that 1E14 . If 1E1 =	 then 6g(0,E) 76 , by
definition. If 1E1 >1- then, since {E; 1E1 = 1} is complete,
any continuous path from 0 to E must intersect it at some point,
I say. So, if y is a piece-wise smooth path from 0 to C, we have
ds	 68,(0,V) 3 6
and hence 6 (0,)
	
6 . So, if 6 (0,) < 6 then ICI <	 •
The proof of the following proposition is left as an exercise for the
reader
Proposition 1.6A Suppose that g is a (1,1) semi-metric on a Riemann
surface M whose set of zeros Z, is finite. If every divergent path
on M has infinite length then (M,6g)is a complete metric space.
4 g2 62\ c = Id12(-
dx
2 n, (d4)	 C11))
—
dx '
dct,
dy
Remark 1.7 Observe that ds 2 = Re2S-2*< ->c = Re21.2-
dC
2
dC(10(1	 ,
(B) Null Holomorphic Curves in C3. 
3	 •	 d(1)A map ep :	 is harmonic iff 73-c- dC is a holomorphic
1-form on M and hence if M is simply-connected then
Q(C) =	 J C -C--1) dC
clC
describes a holomorphic curve in C 3 such that (I) = 2Re(Q) .
(We are following the convention here, that by this equation we
dAS
mean that 4)(E) = (I)(E
o
) +	 dE , for any choice of base point
EoeM .) Let
< , > c denote the complex bilinear extension to C 3 of < , > and
dcl)	 dS-2
observe that since 	 = 	 have
where	 = x + iy . Consequently, <2',2 , > c = 0 iff cl) is weakly
conformal (where ' denotes differentiation with respect to C).
i.e. ds; is the Riemannian semi-metric associated to the Hermitian
semi-metric induced on M by Q.
Definition 1.8 (i) A vector	 cC 3 such that <v,v>c = 0 , is said
to be null. The collection of such vectors forms the null cone K,
in C 3
 , and an affine line with null direction is called a null line.
(ii) A holomorphic curve Q : M----*C 3 , such that
<W,Q5c = 0 is said to be null.
-5-
Theorem 1.9 If M is a simply-connected Riemann surface, then
(1) : M---4-110 is a branched minimal immersion iff (I) is the real
part of a non-constant, null holomorphic curve Q, in C3.
Now, KN{O) is simply the pre-image of the quadric, Qi,under
the projection of C 3 \{0) to complex projective space, IP 2 . Hence
if 0 : 11 —s-C 3
 , is a non-constant, null holomorphic curve, then
there is associated to Q the holomorphic map 	 :
given by y2() = [W(C)] , where B0 =	 ella(C) = 0) is the
branch set of P. Furthermore, y2 extends analytically
over B • for, suppose that Co E B
P ' 
since Q is holomorphic there
exists n CE such that in a local holomorphic coordinate C around
w(E) = (--co) nsmo	 where 00(0)	 0
consequently we may define y -2(o) = [N())) . In the next section
we provide a geometric interpretation of y2.
(C) The Gauss Map and the Weierstrass Representation Formulae. 
A unit vector u 1R 3 , may be completed to a positively
oriented, orthonormal basis, {u 1 ,u 2 ,u) say, and if S 2 , the unit
sphere at the origin of Pe, is endowed with the orientation induced
by the inward pointing unit normal field, then it is easy to check
that D : S 2 ---4 0 1 given by D(u) = [ u1-iu2)
is a conformal diffeomorphism. If s : S 2 \10,0,1) ----*C , denotes
stereographic projection to the (x,Y, 0 )-p1ane , then there is the
chart X = Dos
-1 , on Qi\{[1,-i3O]) given by
x() =	 ) , 2C3 . In fact, X may be viewed as a restriction
of the biholomorphism
q : 1P 1 ---*Q 1	given by	 cl(Ro,Cli) = [ A(0,C1)]
where
A(CO3C1) = -1(Ci -CO,i(CO -1- 1),2g i) •
Definition 1.10 For a smooth branched immersion ep : M ---*IR 3 ,
let y(1) : 14\13 (1T-0-S 2
 denote the Gauss map of (1), and let g = soy l) .
If di) : M —+ 3R3 is non-constant and weakly conformal then
on 
M\B(I) we have
d(!)
D o Y	 = [—dx	 - (14) ()] =dy [
d(t)
(C)	 •
dc/1Hence (I) is a branched minimal immersion iff	 = D -1 0 	 is
holomorphic. In particular, observe that for such a	 y extends
over B4).(1)
Remark 1.11 If	 : M--+C3 - is a non-constant, null holomorphic
curve, then y2
 may be interpreted as the Gauss map of Re(Q).
Consequently we will refer to yci as the Gauss map of Q.
If (I) : M---)-1R 3 is a branched minimal immersion then
xog = D-n hence there exists a holomorphic function F on M, such
that
dO 
= -
E (1-g 2 ,i(1+g 2 ),2g) .dE	 2
Observe that the zeros of F correspond with the branch points of 1).
Integrating these equations gives the following Weierstrass
representation formulae
(1)1(E) = Re{ 1 .1 F(1-g 2 )dE }
(I)z(E) = Re{ 1 .rF(l+g2)d0
E
1) 3 (0 = Re{ f Fg dE}
	 .
Clearly, if (I) = Re(Q) then in order to write down the corresponding
formulae for Q, one simply deletes 'Re'.
Suppose that Q : M--+C 3 is null and g'( 0 ) X 0 . There
exists an inverse, g -1 , on a neighbourhood U, of Co = g(o)
dz-1
E = g -1 (C) gives dE = --w- dC , so if f is a holomorphic function
dC
on U which satisfies
f'"(c) = F 0 g -1 (0 1-1-1 (c) ,dc
then
C
Q l og -1 (c) = 1 f f'"(c)(1-c2)dc
E22 0g'() = 1 rft"(C)(1+C2)CIC
S2 3 0 C l (C) = i f ? "(C)C dc	 , for c E U .
Integrating these equations by parts yields the following Weierstrass 
representation formulae in free form for 0 on U
21 o g-1 (C) =	 (1-c2)f"(c) + cf'(c) - f(c)
S-2 2 o g-1 () = 1(1+c2)f"(;) - iCC(C) + if(C)
Q3 0g'() = cf"(c) - f 1 (c)	 .
These formulae were first announced in 1866 by Weierstrass, see [W]
and [E] : in §3 we provide a geometric interpretation of f, which
is derived from [H2]; for some simple examples see §1.E.
Remark 1.12 (i) The substitution of any holomorphic function into
the above formulae yields a null holomorphic curve in C 3 ; in
particular, note that quadratic functions give constant maps.
(ii) The description of a null holomorphic curve Q,
via these formulae is very special, in that the curve is parameterized
by its Gauss map, i.e. g(C) = C . A consequence of this is that the
collection of null curves on Uc:C , described by the above formulae,
possesses a complex vector space structure, There is nothing
mysterious about this : if Q,Y : U---)-C 3
 are null, then
<2' + 1°,2' + Y'>c
 = 2<0',Y'>c
and this is the only obstruction to the nullity of C2+4 1 . But, if
qc) = gT(C) = c , then 2'(C) and T'(C) lie on. the same null line in
C 3 and hence <2'(c),4"(c)>c = 0 .
(iii) Given a branched minimal immersion $ : M-0-1R3 ,
it would be natural to determine precise geometric conditions which
ensure that $ has a Weierstrass representation in free form in some
neighbourhood of a point Co EM . Clearly g t (E 0 ) x 0 is a sufficient
condition, but in fact is not necessary ; see §3.D for further details.
(iv) Observe that f m (C) = 0 iff C is a branch point
of Q.
(v) Suppose that f generates Q f
 via the Weierstrass
formulae ; for a EC , observe that Quf = aQf . Consequently, if
$ = Re(Q) then the associate surfaces $ = Re(e ie fQ ) ' wheree
0 < 6 < 7 , correspond with ei6f • So af generates a null curve in C3
which is simply a scaling of an associate curve of 0 f'
rk,
Furthermore, if f(C) = f(c) + aC 2 + bC + C , for a,b,c EC
then
Q? = Qf
 + (a-c,i(a+c),-b)
	 .
So the addition of a quadratic function to f corresponds to
translating Qf in C 3 . A full understanding, in terms of f, of the
action of the Euclidean group on a minimal surface, may be obtained
from the interpretation in §3.
(D) Gaussian Curvature. 
Recall that if h is an Hermitian metric on M, then
h 
= –1Im(h) , is the associated (1,1) –form, and furthermore if
h 
denotes the curvature 2–form of h, then the Cartan structure
equation is simply
i0h = Kh0h
where Kh
 denotes the Gaussian curvature of Re(h). If, in a local
coordinate C, h c = 2A()clecIZ then
h
(C) = iX(E)dEnd	 and
1 
—
d
—
d
 log(A(C)) , thusK
h 	=
	
A(E) dE
0
h
	= @-dlog(X(C))	 :	 see [G&H] for details.
Now, suppose that h = 0
*
< ,
–
>
c
 , where 0 : M---÷ C 3 is null
holomorphic, and let 02 denote the curvature 2–form.
Proposition 1.13 02 is finite on M.
Proof The only problem may occur at branch points. If o is a
branch point of 0, then W(C) = (E–00) nO0() for some ncli
when 0 0 ( 0 )	 . So, on 'NCO
d d
0	 =	 1(C–Co)nOo(0 12f2	 dC
= d ii=log (10o()1 2 ) d EA d Z 	 which extends over U.
dEd
– 11 –
2
dC2
It is instructive to calculate the Gaussian curvature of the
metric induced by a null curve on a domain 1P 1 , after it has been
reparameterized by its Gauss map, g, i.e. to use g as a local 
coordinate chart on M. So, suppose that g'( 0 ) 0 and g-1 is an
inverse on a neighbourhood U' = g(U) of co = g(Eo) . If C is the
local coordinate on U' then since g(c) =
62	 F(C)	 2T(C) = 	 ( 1_2, i(1+c 2 ), 2)2
and f v"(C) = F(C) . Hence
llfm()12(1+1C12)2
— 2
consequently the Gaussian curvature of Re(Q) is given by
1 d d log(liffl,(012(1+ 
IC1 2 ) 2 ) .
il f?"()1 2 ( 1+ 1C1 2 ) 2 dc d
The key point here is that since f" is holomorphic, we have
d d_ logal f ,“(0 12 0+ 1 c 12 ) 2 ) = 2 g = log(1:1.a)
dc dC	 dC dC
2 
(11-1C12)2
4 
Thus,
	 K(C)
Iflu()1204.1dzyi
Now, let CQ(U) denote the total Gaussian curvature on U, i.e.
C (U) = Hie and let Ag(U) denote the area induced on U by the
c2	
U
Gauss map. The following classical result is particularly easy to
prove using g QS a local chart :
Theorem 1.14 C(M) = -Ag(M) .
Proof Since B consists of isolated points, it has zero measure
with respect to Re(1 < , ->c ) , furthermore M\B is a countable
union of ope.m	 subsets on which g has an inverse. On such a U
we have from above that, in the chart given by g
i0() =
	 21gAd 
(1+Ic12)2
which is simply minus the density associated to the metric of
constant curvature 1 on 1P 1 , and hence
If i0 = -Area of g(U) .
Thus
C(M) = -Ag(M)
(E) Examples 
In this section we give some simple examples of branched
minimal surfaces in le generated by the Weierstrass formulae in
free form.
Example 1.15 (Enneper's surface) Substituting f(c) = 1;-0 into
the Weierstrass formulae yields :
1	 1 3
MC) = CC
Q2(C) =
Q3(C) =	 •
Hence if (I) = Re(Q) then
1
(1)1( x ,Y) =	 x -	 + xy 2
1
4)2( x ,Y) = -f(-x + 1-3 - X 2 y )3
1	 2
131( X ,Y) = 7( X	 Y 2
Thus, f generates Enneper's surface. It is easy to check that this
surface is complete and has C (C) = - 41T .
Proposition 1.16 A minimal surface (I) : C---+ 1R 3 , that is complete,
free of branch points and generated by an entire function, f, is a
scaled associated surface of Enneper.
Proof The following lemma is 9.6 of [Os 1] and is due to Finn [F].
Lemma Let F(C) be analytic and different from zero for
O<R<IC1 < co . Suppose that for every path p, which diverges to
infinity we have
j IF(c)Ildcl	 = 00
Then F(C) has at most a pole at infinity.
J 
I fm( C ) 1 (14- k 2 1)I d d = 'Since the metric is complete,	 for any
P
p which diverges to infinity. Hence I k2ft"(C)1141 = co for any
P
such p, consequently c 2 f'"(C) is an entire function with at most a
pole at infinity and is therefore, a polynomial. So
f'"() = ( a o	 alC
	
+ a
n
c
n )/c 2 , and it is clear that if a
o
and a l
 are not both zero then f cannot be entire. Thus f'"(c) is
polynomial. Since cl) is free of branch points, f'"(c) 0 for
C E C which implies that deg(f) .; 3 , i.e. f(c) = ac 3 + bc 2 + cc + d.
From Remark 1.12(v), Qf is a translate of re leo 3 , hence 4 = Re(Qf)
is simply a translate in 1R 3 of rRe(eieQ 3)
Example 1.17 Lawson gives in equation 2.17 of [L] (which contains
a slight printing error), the following example of a minimal surface
in 1R 3 , which is branched at z = 0
)	 -Z14 ) Re( L z 3 ))1P(z) = (Re(z2— 3
= Re((z2-1z4), _i(z 2+ 1 z 4 ), _4 z3)3
This is simply the reflection, in the (x,z)—plane, of the surface
generated by f(z) = -kz 4 , for
c21(z) (1_z2)z2	 _ .1z4
6
p2( 2 ) = i(14-z2)z2	 .4_ 1 43	 6 z
03 (z) = 2z 3 — 4z3
= z 2 -. z"
=	 ( z 2 + z4)
The surface is complete and has C(C) = —471. . It is also easy to
see that, since the Gauss map of 4) does not branch at z =0, (1) has a
If
then
genuine branch point there, i.e. the branching is not a result of
the parameterization, (see Appendix A).
Example 1.18 Fourth order perturbation of Enneper's surface
f(C) = i3
= 0 3 +	 4
L_
6	 12
= Re(Q) is a complete minimal surface in 1R 3 , with C (C) = -Or
and since f'"(C) = 1+	 , (!) has a branch point at C =
	 . Thus
as E	 , the surfaces 'converge to Enneper', (the branch point
runs off to infinity').
Example 1.19 Given C I ,	 , cn E C and a l ,	 , a
n 
E	 9 let
fm(c) = n
K=1	 -
Since Qi(c) = (1-c 2 , i(1+c 2 ), 2c)f'"(c) , Re(Of ) is a branched
L
minimal surface with a branch point of order aK , for K = 1, ... ,n .
a K
Example 1.20 In [B&C] we are given explicit formulae for Henneberg's
surface via a double cover of C\{0} onto the image in 1R 3 , which
has the topology of a Mobius.strip.
The Weierstrass representation for this surface is given there
f
by
g (c) = 1and	 F(c) = 2(1	 .
It is therefore very easy to solve f'"(c) = 2(1
	 , to obtain
- 16 -
1 1
f () = --(--+	 Note that this surface has branch points at3
{±1, ±i).
Example 1.21 It is easy to check that f(C) = -Clog(C) on
C\{negative real axis} generates the Catenoid.
These examples are discussed again in §4 where we give some
examples where the Gauss map is not bijective.
(F) Complete Branched Minimal Surfaces of Finite Total Gaussian 
Curvature. 
In this section we briefly review some of the fundamental
ideas of Ossermann, see [Os 1], [Os 2], and Jorge and Meeks [J&M].
Their work provides us with a good understanding of the global
structure of complete minimal surfaces in IR 3 of finite total Gaussian
curvature. We indicate why their results are essentially unaffected
by the presence of a finite number of branch points. The motivation
here is that the algebraic minimal surfaces (we describe in §4)
fall within this class, and it is unnatural in the theory we describe
in §§2,3 to restrict attention to immersed surfaces.
Definition 1.22 Suppose that M is a semi-Riemannian surface. Let
a m denote the collection of regions of M such that RCN iff
(i) R is homeomorphic to a punctured disc.
a connezitA sabsit
(ii) There exists )(R r c R such that R\R T is an annulus and
the closure of R\R' is compact.
(iii) Every path on R which diverges to the puncture point
has infinite length.
Deeming two such regions of M to be equivalent iff their union lies
in et we obtain the collection of equivalence classes VI", known as
the ends of M .
Remark 1.23 Observe that if M is complete and finitely connected
then I NP"'" I is the number of boundary components of M.
The Gauss map of branched minimal immersions lying in the following
class of surfaces is well behaved at the ends, i.e. these surfaces
have well-defined normal vectors at infinity.
Definition 1.24 Let (I) M----*IR 3
 be a branched minimal immersion.
The Gauss map y(1) : M--+Ipt is called algebraic if
(a) M is conformally equivalent to a compact Riemann surface
M', punctured at a finite number of points, i.e. M is parabolic.
(b) yl) extends to a meromorphic function 	 .
We now describe geometric criteria for (I) which ensure that yl) is
algebraic. First we need the following proposition which is a
simple adaptation of Proposition 16 of [L:11.6].
Proposition 1.25 If (1) : M ----4-1R 3 is a complete, branched minimal
immersion of finite total Gaussian curvature with NI < 03 , then M
is a parabolic Riemann surface.
Proof We have (a) K	 Now, clearly
(1)	
and (b)	 ffIKIdA < co
we can construct a genuine metric g on M that agrees with ds; on the
compliment of a compact subset Mo which contains Z. Since g is
uniformly equivalent to the Euclidean metric on coordinate charts
in M
o
, and agrees with ds; on M\M
o
 , g is complete. Furthermore
(b) implies that jj1Kg idAg < co since 1K g IdAg = IlydAci) on
M\M
o
. It follows from a theorem of Huber, see [Hu], that M is
finitely connected. Consequently, M o
 is bounded by a finite number
of Jordan curves y i ,	 'Yr suchthateachcomponentM,of M\M
o
can be conformally mapped onto the annulus D. = tz C ; 1 <1z1 <r.} ,
see
[A&S : I44D, ]1.B]. Since Zc:Mo the delicate potential theoretic
arguements, which demonstrate that completeness together with (a)
and(Oimpliesthateachr. =c° , are unaffected, see [L:11.6].
Hence we can conformally attach the discs D.Lif cc4 to M via the
maps M. =D. to give a compact Riemann surface M i -DM .
J	 J
Having established this proposition an inspection of the proof of
theorem 12 of [L:11.6] reveals that the following is a straight-
forward generalization
Theorem 1.26 If cl) : N —)-]R 3 is a complete branched minimal
immersion such that B 	 finite then
C (M) > - co	 iff y is algebraic.(1)
Consequently we have the usual quantization of total Gaussian
curvature
Corollary 1.27 If (1) : N--4- E 3 is a complete branched minimal
immersion with B finite then C (M) = - co or C (M) = -47k , where
k = deg(y) .
Remark 1.28 (i) It is necessary to suppose that B 	 finite ; the
assumption of completeness together with finite total Gaussian
curvature is not sufficient, for there exist complete branched
minimal immersions of the disc into le the images of whose Gauss
maps have arbitarily small area, see [Os 1].
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is complete and IB I< co then y is(1)
(ii) If (1) :
d.
algebraic iff	 dC are meromorphic 1-forms on M'.dC
We now turn to Ossermann's inequality, see [0s2], which
represents a considerable refinement of the classical Cohn -Vossen
inequality. We provide a proof which is slightly different to the
usual version and we allow for the possibility of (finite) branching
of (I).
Suppose that M is a compact Riemann surface and
(1) M\113 1 ,	 , pr)---+ V is such that a = TeE is a C3-valued
meromorphic 1-form on M. Let D(1) = Do + D. denote the divisor of
zeros and poles of a, and observe that for a coordinate C centred
at p ED we have
(I)
I2	 Idznill(E)12
dCI	 I
where n = ord (a) and v(0) x O or co	 Consequently, identifying
sections of TD with meromorphic fields 6 on M such that
M	 (I)
ord (0)	 -ord (a)
observe that ds 2 gives a genuine metric on TDM'
Definition 1.29 For a complete branched minimal immersion
(i)	 M\IP1 ' • • ' Pr} ----+113
with ycl) algebraic, let S = deg(D )
(1)	 0
denote the total branching order of 4).
Proposition 1.30 If 4): MVp i ,	 , 1)r)---*E3 is a complete 4;n11-c1,6
branched minimal surface with y algebraic then
Co(Mq P / ,	 , Pd) = 27(X(M) +	 + deg(D.))
Proof Follows immediately from Chern -Weil formula
	
J
—8 = deg(T I	)2iTr	 M	 c)
1,1
It follows from the single-valued nature of 0 that the order of each
pole of a is greater than 1, see lemma 18 of [I, :11.6]. Hence we
have
Corollary 1.31 If 0 : M\fp l ,	 , pr)----*IR3 is a complete branched
minimal immersion with B
0
 finite then
C (M\fp
	 p )) < 27(>(M) +	 - 2r) .
r
Note that r equals the number of ends and hence x(M) - r is the
Euler character of M\fp l ,	 Pr) • (If 8 = 0 we recover the
usual Ossermann inequality.)
Remark 1.32 Observe that Ossermann's formula with branching is very
'flabby', in that we may reparameterize our image surface
0(M\fp i ,	 , pr)) , by composing with an arbitary holomorphic map
and hence increase all the data associated to this image.
(Of course we cannot do that and keep (3 = 0 .) We solve the problem
of how to describe a 'minimal' parameter domain for a certain class
of branched minimal surfaces in §4. (This type of problem has been
considered in [G -0 -R] but our ideas arise out of quite different
considerations.)
Note that the introduction of a finite number of branch points does
generate new geometric phenomena, as the following simple example
shows
Example 1.33 Consider st,f = ReOf
	C\{ 1 ,	 Zrd----*IR3 where
f (C) =
II
 Cid-1
k=1
Since the genus of 1P 1 is 0 and C (C\[ 1 ,	 , SI)) = -47 , the
(I)f
usual Ossermann inequality would force the number of ends to be
1 or 2. Of course, r = n can be made arbitarily large in this class
of examples.
The following beautiful picture of the global structure of a
complete minimal immersion with finite total Gaussian curvature
appears in [J&M]
Theorem 1.34 Suppose that 4) : M----+]R 3 is a complete minimal
immersion with C (M)>-03 and let Xn = ( 4)(M)(1S2(n)) , where
S 2 (n) denotes the 2-sphere of radius n in le, centred at the origin.
Then
(i) (1) is proper.
n,(ii) For large n, X
n
 = t yni ,	 , Yr) consists of r immersed
closed curves on S2.
(iii)Y7 converges smoothly (with multiplicity) to a geodesic
i
on S 2 as n.
Thus (in the language of [J&M]), 'cl)(M) viewed from infinity looks
like a finite number of planes passing through the origin'. (For
example, the catenoid viewed from infinity looks like two oppositely
orientated copies of a plane passing through the origin.)
Now, the above theorem follows from Theorem 1 of [J&M], the
proof of which is concerned solely with the behaviour of (I) on the
ends, and is therefore unaffected by the presence of a finite
number of branch points. Consequently observe that we have the
same picture 'from infinity', for the global structure of any
complete branched minimal immersion with I 131) I < •
Remark 1.35 (i) It is clear that the asymptotic flatness of the
ends is really a consequence of completeness and non-compactness
together with the finiteness of ffIK IdA , i.e. the minimality
is not the essential feature here.
(ii) Observe that a central feature of the global structure
of a complete minimal surface of finite total curvature which
emerges from the above considerations is that the topology and
curvature are'highly concentrated'. In §4 we discuss the possibility
of studying families of such surfaces which exhibit soliton
behaviour.
§2 The Weierstrass-Hitchin Correspondence. 
(A) Introduction. 
Let V be a 3-dimensional complex vector space and suppose
that K is a conformal structure on V , i.e. K is a conformal
53rninats-4-
equivalence class of non-degeneratekbilinear forms. Recall that
K is described equivalently, by the following geometric object in
V, which is called the null cone, and also denoted K
K = {v E V ; (v,v) = 0) , where ( , )EK.
Let 1P(V) denote the projective space of lines in V, and let Q(K)
denote the curve in ]P(V) of null lines, (i.e. lines that lie on K).
Q(K) has genus 0, and is therefore biholomorphic to P.
Generically, a plane 7 in V intersects K in a pair of null
lines : this follows simply from the fact that the quadratic form
associated to any ( , ) EK splits on restriction to 7, into a
product of a pair of linear factors. If that restriction is
degenerate, then 7 intersects K in a single line (with multiplicity
2).
Our purpose in §2.B is to describe the geometry of the collection,
TI, of affine translates of planes in V that intersect K in a single
line. We show that H has the structure of a holomorphic line bundle
on Q(K) of degree 2 , and furthermore that there exists a natural
geometric correspondence between V and the global holomorphic sections
of R over Q(K).
The remaining sections of this chapter consist of results
which enable us, via the correspondence outlined in §2.B, to pass
between null holomorphic curves in V, (i.e. those curves whose
derivative take only null directions), and (free) holomorphic curves
in R, culminating in the correspondence stated in Theorem 2.26.
The formulation given here is invariant, and consequently fairly
abstract ; the hope is that this approach makes the key features
of the construction clear. We discuss the introduction of coordinates
in §3, where we apply the ideas of this chapter to study minimal
surfaces in le, and in particular give a geometric interpretation
of the Weierstrass representation formulae.
Finally, observe that the most significant feature of this
correspondence is perhaps, that the nullity condition, which acts
as a constraint on the space of holomorphic curves in V, is removed
by a 'change of background space'; it is in effect, encoded into
the holomorphic geometry of R. Hence we gain, by having transformed
the data of a null curve in V into the Cauchy— Riemann equations
on R, at the cost of course, of working in a slightly less trivial
ambient space. It becomes clear that the null curve we see in V
is merely a manifestation of another holomorphic curve whose home
is H. This is of course, very much in the spirit of the Penrose
twistor programme, see [P]. We will exploit this encoding in §4,
when we come to calculate the moduli spaces of certain classes of
null meromorphic curves in C 3 , and branched minimal surfaces in 1R3.
(B) The Geometry of Affine Null Planes. 
Definition 2.1 An affine plane Tr in V is said to be null, if the
translate of Tr that passes through the origin, intersects K in a
single line. If that intersection is the null line XEQ(K)
then 7 is an affine A-plane.
In the next proposition we characterize affine A-planes ; first we
introduce the following notation : for V E V and X E IP(V) let
v o
 = {w EV ; (w,v) = 0)
where ( , ) E K , and
A O =  v o	for V E X .
Proposition 2.2 For X E Q(K) , A0
 intersects K in the line A,
and is the unique plane to do so.
Proof First we show that for v,w eV , if v o = Iv o then [v] = [w]
in 1P(V). Fix ( , ) 6 K , and for v e V let iv E V denote the
dual of v under ( , ). Since Ker(1
v
) = v o
 , which by assumption
equals w o = Ker(lw) , and dim(V/v 0 ) = 1 , we have 1
v
 = al
w
 for
some a E C . Since ( ,
	 is non-degenerate this implies v = aw
and hence [v] = [w].
Now, for Ä,11 Q(K) suppose that u lies on A0 . Either p =
or since dim( X 0 ) = 2, A 0 = span{ X,u} : now, u c Xo iff AC p0
and since p Q(K) this implies that uo = span{ A,p) = A 0 ; hence
= p.
We now show uniqueness. Suppose that Tr is a 2-dimensional
subspace of V, whose intersection with K is the null line X. A choice
of basis v,jJC7T , such that V E A , furnishes the coordinates
(z 1 ,z2 ) on 7, where (z1 ,z2 ) = z = z iv + z2u . Accordingly
(z,z) = 2z 1 z2 ( u ' v) + z2(u2	 '
and hence the restriction of ( , ) E K to 7 is degenerate iff
(11,v) = 0 , i.e. 1.1 E Ão which implies Tr = A0 .
It follows immediately from 2.2 that for v V and
	 Q(K)
v + A0 is the unique affine A-plane in V that passes through v.
Furthermore observe that the collection of affine A-planes in V
may be identified with V/A 0 .
Definition 2.3 Let L---)-1P(V) be the universal bundle, i.e.
L = {(p,v) 1P(V)XV ; v p
	 ,
and let A denote the restriction of L to Q(K).
Let V = Q(K)XV and let
A0 = {(A,V) EV ; V E Ä o } .
Proposition 2.4 A o is a holomorphic subbundle of V.
Proof It is sufficient to show that 5F(A 0 ) c:r(A c°120A 0 ) , where
5 denotes the 5-operator of the holomorphic structure of V, and e'l*
denotes the bundle of (0,1)-forms on Q(K). This follows because
5 then restricts to a 5-operator on A o , and as a consequence of the
Newlander-Nirenberg theorem, see [A-H-S] for example, A o
 possesses
a holomorphic structure for which this restriction is the natural
5-operator ; hence A o
 is a holomorphic subbundle of V.
Suppose that C is a local coordinate on UcQ(K) , and that
T(C) = (C,t(C)) , is a holomorphic trivialization of A over U.
If a(C) = (C,s(C)) lies in 1 j (A 0 ) , then (s(C),t(C)) = 0 for
all C E U , where ( , ) E K ; thus
'
t) = Q11	 . 0 on U, anddt" 	 dZ
ds
since t is non-vanishing this implies that -a-r	 E (A 0 ) , for all
E IJ . *Consequently, 50 E ru(e le A o ) . Finally, for 0 E r(A0)
observe that 50(p) c (e 10 A 0 )	 for all p Q(K) follows by
 p
restricting to a coordinate neighbourhood of p.
Remark 2.5 The line bundle V/A0---*Q(K) ma y be viewed as the
totality of affine null planes in V, where ( V/A )o A
with the collection of affine A-planes. V/
Ao
 possesses a unique
holomorphic structure and from 2.4 this arises as the quotient
structure.
is identified
Now, LI.ollville's theorem implies that the global holomorphic
sections of V are of the form S(X) = (X,v) , for some fixed v EV
_
the section S
v
 may be thought of geometrically as consisting of the
quadric of affine null directions at v. The projection map
p : V --+V/A 0 induces, by composition, the map
H°(Q(K),(9(V))-----+ H°(Q(K),(9(V/A0))
	
S -----* 0	 ;0 (X) = v + X	 •
V	 v	 v	 o	 -
geometrically cy may be thought of as the quadric of affine null
planes in V which pass through v;(p may be viewed as the analogue
on V, of the geodesic flow fibring the unit tangent sphere bundle
of Ile over the space of oriented lines.). In consequence then, the
map
T : V ---* H°(Q(K),(9(V/A0))
may be thought of as replacing vcV by the Q(K) of affine null
planes which pass through it : we now show that every global
holomorphic section of V/A o arises in this way, i.e._
Theorem 2.6 T is a canonical isomorphism.
Proof Since T is obviously linear and injective it is sufficient
to show that dimH°(Q(K),(XV/A 0 )) = 3 . A choice of ( , ) eit
furnishes an isomorphism of VIA 0 with A -1 , the restriction of the
dual of the hyperplane bundle on ]P(V), L -I . But, recall that
c
'
 (L -1 ) is Poincare dual to the cycle on 1P(V) carried by a hyper-
plane divisor and hence evaluating c 1 (A -1 ) on Q(K) calculates
the generic intersection of a hyperplane in 1P(V) with Q(K). We
observed in the introductory remarks that this is equal to 2 and
hence deg(A 1 ) = 2 . The result follows from the Riemann-Roch
formulae
dim 1-1°(Q(K), 0(A ')) = deg(/I -1 ) + 1 .
For vcV\{0) , v 0
 isa 2-dimensional subspace and hence intersects
K in a pair of null lines (when counted with multiplicity), A and u
say. Since Acv o iff \T EA ° ,v lies on both A ci and 11 0 ; of course,
v lies on a unique null plane which passes through the origin iff v
lies on K : the generic situation is illustrated in the following
diagram.
In general, given 2 distinct points v,we V , generically
there exist 2 affine null planes in V which pass through both of
them, and there exists a unique such plane iff v-weK . This
coupling' which occurs in the geometry of affine null planes, and
which is not present in the geometry of affine null directions,
emerges in the passage from V to V/Ao, manifesting itself there in
the non—triviality of V/Ao as a line bundle over Q(K).
It is now straightforward to describe the image of K under
T : since v lies on K iff a intersects the zero section at one
point, T(K) consists of those global holomorphic sections of V/Ao
which possess a double root ; in particular ACM) corresponds
under T, to the line in H°(Q(K),((V/A0)) , of sections which possess
a double root at A.
Remark 2.7 (i) In 2.5 we observed that a point in V/Ao represents
an. affine null plane in V ; we can view this as follows : for w V
and	 Q(K) , fav
 ; o( j) 	 w + ho) is an affine plane in
H°(Q(K),(9(V/X0)) , and it corresponds under T to the affine null
plane w	 Ijo in V, for a(p) = w + 11 0 iff vEW	 Po.
(ii) T is a simple example of a Penrose twistor
correspondence. It ought to be viewed in the more general context
of the construction of 3—dimensional Einstein — Weyl geometries
recall that these arise as moduli spaces of holomorphic deform-
ations of a rational curve on a complex surface, with self—intersection
number 2. See [Hl]for further details.
(C) The Spectral Transform of a Null Curve. 
Let M be a Riemann surface and suppose that Q :	 is a
non-constant, null holomorphic curve, i.e. Dc2(TM) c Q(K) for all
The map ye : M---*Q(K) given by ye() = Dc(TM) is the
Gauss map of Q, and is defined at the branch points of Q in the
usual way.
Definition 2.8 The spectral transform of a null curve Q, is the map
sp(Q) : M---->-V/A0 given by
sP( Q)(C) = 2()
	 YQ(00
sp(Q)(M) C VA° is the spectral curve of Q.
At those points	 EM where @Qc x 0 , sp(2)() is simply
the affine Yp()-plane that passes through 0() ; since yQ extends
over the branch points of 0, observe that sp(Q) extends to M. sp(n)
is a lift into V/A o of the Gauss map, i.e. TT 0 s p (Q) = ye . Hence,
note that if yQ is constant, which means that the image of S2 lies
on an affine null line, then the image of sp(Q) lies in a fibre of
V/A0.
Now, sp(Q) is simply the projection, under p, of the holomorphic
curve (y0 ,Q) : M---+V , and hence the following is an immediate
consequence of 2.4 :
(1)	 (2)
Q	 M:)) x 0, Q	 g o) = ... = Q(k-1) (0) = 0 and 0(k)g O) x 0 :
Theorem 2.9 The spectral transform of a null curve in V, is a
holomorphic curve in V/Ao.
In the next result we see that generically, s p ( 0)(C) is the
2nd order tangent space to 0 at C.
dnQ (0Proposition 2.10 Let Q(n) (C) denote
	 n
dE
and suppose that
then
	
sp ( Q)(U) = Q(o) + span{
	
(o), Q(k) ()) .
Proof Since (0 (1) ,S1(1) )(C) = 0 on M, we have
d''
k-1
..c..
 (Q(1) ,Q(1) )() = o
hence	
02(1) ,S2 (k) )(C) + e() = 0
where e() is an expression in which each term involves some 0(n)(0
with 2:.n:k-1 , thus e(u) = 0 and Q(k)g o) c YQ(U)0.
Remark 2.11 The term 'spectral curve' is taken from [H2], where
it was introduced by Hitchin to denote an algebraic curve in the
holomorphic tangent bundle of IP, that is associated to a solution
of the Bogomolny equations satisfying boundary conditions. We
discuss the relationship between null curves and monopoles in §4.
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(D) Osculating Curves in X/Ao. 
In this section we describe the process of 'osculating' a
holomorphic curve X which lies in a holomorphic line bundle E over
Q(K). The essential feature of this transformation is, very loosely,
that a deformation of the zero section, and hence a curve in
H°(Q(K),(9(E)) , is determined as the zero section ' rolls (conformally)
i
over X. The following illustrates the sort of picture one should
bear in mind here
If E = V/Ao then the curve in H°(Q(K),(5(E)) may be trans
-
formed via T, to a curve in V; we show that curves obtained in this
way are null.
We begin by outlining the above for the simplest case , i.e.
when X is the graph of a local section of E over Q(K).
Let (0 denote the sheaf On Q(K) of germs of local holomorphic
functions, and for AEQ(K) , let Ix denote the ideal sheaf
contained in0, of germs of local holomorphic functions which vanish
in, k+1
at A. Recall that w/Ix 	 is supported at A, and that its stalk
there consists of Taylor expansions up to order k, of functions at A.
H°(Q(K),(9(E)) (9(E)/I 1 0 (9(E) --) 0
nx
Accordingly, if E---+Q(K) is a holomorphic line bundle then
k+1
I
A 
0 10(E) is the sheaf of germs of local holomorphic sections of
E which vanish to order k at A, and the quotient sheaf
0(E)/I16-10(.9(E) is supported at A, the stalk there being the space
A
of k-jets of holomorphic sections of E at A.
Now, suppose that C is a holomorphic chart defined on Q(K)\41)
for some pEQ(K) , (such charts exist as Q(K) = 113 ). Since a
global holomorphic section of E has precisely d = deg(E) zeros,
a choice of trivialization of E over Q(K)V0 enables us to identify
H°(Q(K),(9(E)) with the set of polynomials in C of degree : d.
Consequently, for each k:d and A CM) we have
and in particular, an isomorphism for k = d .
Remark 2.12 The point here is that a d-jet at X EQ(K) , is
sufficient information to determine uniquely, a global holomorphic
section of E.
For any open subset of Q(K) we have, for each AEU , the
sequence
T1-1
(9u(E)--)-(1(E)/I1+10 (9(E) ----I-* H°(Q(K),(9(E))
0	 {oix	
	 )-
 1A(	 A)[0] )
ad (Co) = fd(C0) d:
Consequently, varying over AEU gives a curve
a : U-----*1-0(Q(K),(9(E)) , where GA = 95,4 ([04) .
Proposition 2.13 For ae Ou (E) ,	 : U----H°(Q(K),(9(E)) is a
holomorphic curve.
Proof Without loss of generality suppose that UcQ(K)Vp} , and
that a trivialization of E over Q(K)\p} gives the coordinates
Then 0	 (E) is represented by the curve n = f(C)
wherefe0 '.the d—jet of a at Co is therefore, given in these
U 
coordinates by
(N,	 f
d
(Co) 
Co (c) = f (C0)	 fl(C0)(C—00)	 (C—00)
d
d!
Consequently the coefficients of aCo are given by
ao(Co) = f (Co)	 Cof t (Co)	 (—Co)d1c4/
iwhich are holomorphic functions of Co and hence a s a holomorphic
curve.
Remark 2.14 If a is the restriction to U, of a global holomorphic
r\J
section of E, then n -l ac] X) = a , AEU , and hence 0 = 0 is
constant.
We now restrict attention to E = V/Ao , in which case we may
transform a local section GEO
U 
(V/Ao) into the holomorphic curve
—
-1T 0 0 , in V.
Theorem 2.15 For 06(9/3 (V/A0) , the holomorphic curve
T 1 0 0 : U	 V is null. Furthermore, if 0 is not the restriction
of a global holomorphic section to U, then the Gauss map yT_10
is the identity map on U.
Proof For 0c a (V/ /1 0) ,	 is the global holomorphic section ofU— Co
V/Ao that satisfies the equation
o(c) =
Co
(c) + 0[(C—W 3 ] .
Equivalently,
a — a
Co = 0[(C—00)3]
and hence
%
Tiz o (u-oco ) = O{(- o ) 2 ] .
Now, as a curve in H°(Q(K),(D(V/A0)) , 0 is of course constant,
thus we have
%
d0
--Co(C) = 0[(C-Co)2]dCo
do
Since a	 is not constant, --Co is a global holomorphic section
o	 dCo
of V/Ao which possesses a double root at C = Co . But, recall
that T(K) ,consists of those global sections which possess a double
-	 d
root, hence T 1 o T0 
co
c- EK and consequently T 1 0 0 is null.
do
	
Finally, observe that since	 o has a double root at Co,
it corresponds under T to co, thus
1 -1 'Id(o) = [— Cr --o O
CO
d = Co •
T 0 G
	 go
Our next object is to extend the above construction to any
non-vertical curve in V/Ao. For the sake of brevity, we let E
_
denote V/Ao in the rest of this section.
Suppose that XcE is an open subset of an irreducible
analytic curve. Recall that X is said to be transverse, at a smooth
point x of X, to the fibre E 7(X) ' if
T'X + T'T'E „ = T'E
x	 x	 7(X)	 X
equivalently, T'X does not lie in Ker97
x
 . Let 7
X 
denote the
x
restriction of 7 to X, and observe that X is transverse at x to
E7(x) iff 37X(x) x 0 . Of course, this is equivalent to the
existence of a local inverse 7 -1 on some neighbourhood U, of
X
A = 7(x) such that 7]-( 1 (A) = x . By definition Tr oTri l = idu
hence 7 -1 is a local section of E over U, describing the part ofX
X over U that passes through x.
rk, .4
The local section 7i4 generates 7	
' 
and we may lift this
X 
up into a neighbourhood, U' say, of x to obtain
%
Uf --'4. W(Q(K),(IXE)) .X
r%.,
Definition 2.16 For x EU' , the section 7 
X
-1 0 7(x) 	 is said to
osculate X at x, and is called the osculating section at x.
;
Remark 2.17 In the notation above, the global section iTi' 'il o 7(x)
is written (7X ) 7(x) '
1
X
-Now, the information that determines 7 0 7(x)	 is simply
the 2nd order jet of 7i4 at 7(x), which is completely specified
'1J-1.by X. Hence the local expressions 7X 0 7 patch together to give
a globally defined curve on X * = (x E X ; X transverse at x to E7(x) ) .
Remark 2.18 X*CX\X
sing , and provided that X is not vertical,
the difference is at most a set of isolated points. Since X is
irreducible,X\X sing is connected and hence X* is connected. Note
that if X is vertical then X * is empty.
Theorem 2.19 For X an open subset of an irreducible analytic
curve in E, there exists a canonical null holomorphic curve
-1	 11J-1
wx : X*---÷ V , given locally by wx = T 0 7v 0 7v . If X doesA* A*
not lie on a global holomorphic section, then the Gauss map yx is
simply the projection 7, .A*
Proof Holomorphicity and nullity follow immediately from 2.13 and
2.15 respectively.
Dw
x
 = T -4 ° 3W -l o @7	 implies that
X* 	X*
Yx( x ) = Dwx( x )] = [T-10 @W;I(T.:,(x)Q(K)]
'4, .‘
and from 2.15 this is 7(x).
Remark 2.20 If x is a singular point of X such that X reduces at
x to the union of smooth curves, then the transversality
condition can be checked for each component of X at x seperately.
Therefore it may be possible to extend wx over such points by
lifting it to a desingularization of X at x.(We will return to this
point later, but note that this phenomenon may occur in the
following.)
Suppose that M is a Riemann surface and that r : m --+ E
is a holomorphic curve such that y = 'For is non-constant. F(M)*
is a connected smooth curve in E, from 2.19 there exists the null
curve wr : r(m)*---*v.
Definition 2.21 For r : M----*E , let os(F) ; r-1(r(m)*)---)-1/
denote the curve w or
F'
Recall that r is said to be transverse at 	 elvl , to the
fibre 
EY(E)' if r(w) is transverse at r(c), for some sufficiently
small neighbourhood W of 	 Let
m	 cM ; r transverse to Er (E) at r())
and note that
{ eM ; ay(E)
	 0	 .
Proposition 2.22 os(F) extends over M* .
*Proof Suppose that	 o Ell \ r k l (m) *) ; since F is transverse
at o, there exists
transverse at F(o).
Co = Y(Co) and thus
a 
neighbourhood W of Co such that r(w) is
Hence 
7Tr(W)
-1	 exists on a neighbourhood U of
7Trk'	
„
nr (w) 1/46) — Trr(m)*)
extends over W, and thus os(r) extends
Irr ( w ) exists on U. But
for	 U\{ c)} , SO Trr(m* P Y
over M .
The following is an immediate consequence of 2.19
Theorem 2.23 A holomorphic curve F M ---*V/A 0
 such that
y = 7roF is non-constant, may by osculation be canonically trans-
formed into a null holomorphic curve os(r) : M ----*V . Furthermore,
if the image of r does not lie on a global holomorphic section of
y/Ao, then y is the Gauss map of os(F).
(E) The Correspondence. 
In §2.0 we saw that any non-constant null holomorphic curve
in V, possesses a spectral transform into V/A o. Conversely, in §2.D
we have described how to osculate any non-vertical holomorphic
curve in V/Ao to produce a null curve in V. In this section we
show that these transformations are essentially inverse to each
other, i.e. we establish Theorem 2.26 below. The key to this is
the following
Lemma 2.24 If	 :	 is a null holomorphic curve such that
yQ is non-constant, then osculating the spectral transform of Q
gives Q, i.e. os 0 sp(Q) =	 .
Proof In order to represent sp(Q) as a local section, suppose that
y'(to) O , and that	 is a local inverse on a neighbourhood U
of Co = YQ(U) , such that Yd i ( o) = o . The part of sp(Q) that
lies over U and passes through sp(2)(E 0 ) is given on U by the local
section
sp(Q) 0 Ya-1 (C) =	 0	 + (A0 c .
We must calculate the 2nd order jet of this local section at
and show that it equals 0Q(0) : in order to do this we work in some
(well chosen) local coordinate s on V/Ao.
If we fix ( , ) EK , a choice of trivialization t of A over
U furnishes local coordinates (C,11) on V/Ao over U, in which local
sections are represented in the following way
if 0() = F() + (A 0 )	 on U, where F
then
= f(c) = (F(c),t(c))
gives 0 in (ç,)-coordinates.
Now, suppose that W(E0)°0 , and hence that S -2' 0 y-1
trivializes A on some neighbourhood U' C U , of Co ; consequently
we get the following local coordinate representation of sp(Q) 0 ysil
on U'
= f(c) = (Q 0 
-'q-'i1(),Wo yc-i1 ())	 .
Now, since CV (Co) and Q u (Co) lies in YQ(Co)o , we have
(Q(C),Q'(C)) = (Q(Co) + (C-Co)W(Co) +	 ,W(C0)+ (C-Co)Q"(Co) +	 )
u2M3),Q/()) + 0[(C-Co) 3 ] .
Also, note that
dy -1
Y64 ( )	 Y64 (Co)	 gQ (Co)(C- o) +
= Co + h(C)(C-Co)
say, and hence (C
-Co) 3 	 (C-Co) 3 . Consequently
f(c) = (Q(E0),Wo Y6-, 1 ())
	 0[(C—Co)3]
= cis-2 (E0 )(0	 0 [(C—00) 3 ]	 .
Hence os(sP( Q))(C0) = O(Co) for Co CM\(3,	 ) , thereforeyQ
os(sp(Q)) extends analytically over M and equals Q.
Lemma 2.25 Suppose that r1 ,11 : M----4-V/A0 are holomorphic curves
whose images do not lie on a global holomorphic section or in a
fibre. Then os(ri) = os(r2 ) implies that rl = F2.
Proof From 2.23 the projections y i = Troll and Y2 = TT 0 r2 are
the Gauss maps of os(ri ) and ow2) respectively ; so if
os(ri) = os(11) then yl = y2 = y say. Suppose that y'(U) x0
and that y -4. is a local inverse on some neighbourhood U of
= Y(Co) such that Y -1 (0) =	 . 11 0Y-1 and r'2 o y-1 are local
sections of V/Ao over U describing r, and r2 respectively. Thus
sp
os C(M,V/A0)	 .N(M,V)
os(ri )( c) = T4 0 (II rO-Y).y(E)	 for i = 1,2,	 c11
and hence
%
(r, 0 y -') ,((c) = (r2 0 y -1 ) y( c) .
Comparing the constant terms in this equation at o gives
ri 0 Y -1 (ig o)) = r2 Y -1(Y(E0))
i.e.	 r1(0) = r2(0)
	 •
So r1 = r2 on an open subset of M and hence they agree on M.
Let C(M,V/A 0 ) be the set of holomorphic curves 	 : M--+V/A0
whose image does not lie on a global holomorphic section or in a
fibre , and let N(M,V) be the collection of null holomorphic curves
whose image does not lie on an affine null line on V. To summarize
the above, we have
Theorem 2.26 (Weierstrass — Hitchin Correspondence) Let M be a
Riemann surface. There exists the following canonical correspondence
If the image of a non—constant curve r : N --)-vino lies on
a global holomorphic section ail , say, then os(r)() = v for all
CEM . The collection of affine null planes which pass through v
corresponds under T to av ; so one might say 'sp(os(r)) = cry'
but note that the parameterization is lost.
If a non-constant curve	 : M---+ V lies on an affine null
line (so y is constant), it is of the form Q(C) = v + h(C)v
where v e V , veK\{ 0) and h e ( 9m . Thus
sp (0)(0 = Q (C)	 YQ(E)o = v + h(C)y + [v]o
= v
	 [V]o
We observed in 2.7 that the collection of global holomorphic sections
which pass through v + [v] 0
 in V/Ao, corresponds to the affine
plane v + [v]o in V, which contains 0(M) : again there is a
'partial correspondence'.
Remark 2.27 A curve in H°(1P,O(E)) generated by a local section
of E, is determined by the equation
0() = 0
Co
()	 0[(C-Co)
d+1
do
and consequently, ---Co has a single root of order d at (:). As we
dC0
have seen above, when deg(E) = 2 this amounts to the nullity
constraint on a. If deg(E) = I then, since every global
holomorphic section of E has a single root, there is no constraint
on 0 : this case may in fact be viewed as the classical duality
between curves in JP2 and 1P2 .
It might be interesting to understand the correspondence for
d3 but this is not at all clear, for the following reason : we
saw above that deg(E) = 2 has a natural interpretation in terms
of the geometry in H°(1P,((E)) ; it is difficult to imagine a
similar interpretation for deg(E)3 , especially for d?,5.
Perhaps this point is clearer in local coordinates : a choice
of local coordinates on E over 13 \{11} furnishes an isomorphism
H°(1P,0(E)) = Cd+1 and for deg(E) = 2 , the global section
a + bC + ce has equal roots iff the discriminant vanishes. Hence
observe that the conformal structure is represented by the
descriminant ; how would one interpret this for d = 3,4 and d 5 ?
It is perhaps more reasonable to expect interesting
generalizations of the Weierstrass-Hitchin correspondence in the
context of Einstein -Weyl geometries.
§3 The Weierstrass Representation Formulae in Free Form. 
(A) Introduction. 
In §3.B we consider the intertwining of the action of the
group of cone preserving transformations of V on N(M,V) with the
group of holomorphic bundle automorphisms on C(M,V/A 0 ), see 3.4.
In 3.12 we describe this explicitly in local coordinates.
Our primary purpose in this chapter is to understand the
Weierstrass representation formulae, as described in 51.C, in
geometric terms via the Weierstrass—Hitchin correspondence of 2.26.
This necessitates the introduction of local coordinates into the
picture, i.e. we identify Q(K)=11) and fix an isomorphism V/A o = 0(2),
(the point being that one might equally well start with a bundle of
degree 2 over 2 and develop the picture from there, see 53.C). This
enables us to define a 3—dimensional representation,
p : PG1,(2,C) -------+ GL(H°(1P,0(2)))
which mediates in the intertwining of the effect of orthogonal base
changes in V =11°(1P,(9(2)) and changes in choice of coordinate on
11)=Q(K), and consequently appears in the formulae of 3.12.
We determine necessary and sufficient conditions for the
existence of a Weierstrass representation in free form for a null
curve Oon a neighbourhood of a point U, solely in terms of the
geometry of 2 at Eo. We close this chapter with some trivial remarks
regarding the relationship between the Weierstrass formulae and J2,
the CR—structure of Eells and Salamon.
(B) A Group Isomorphism. 
In this section we describe a canonical group isomorphism
between cone preserving transforms of V and holomorphic bundle
automorphisms of VA ° . Our first object here is to identify those
Ac GL(V) that preserve the conformal structure, K : such transform -
ations map null curves to null curves.
Definition 3.1 (i) Let OK(V) = {AEGL(V) ; AK = K} . Elements of
0
K
(V) are the cone preserving transforms of V.
(ii) For	 a holomorphic vector bundle over a
complex manifold M, let B(E) denote the set of holomorphic bundle
automorphisms.
Recall that for ( , ) EK , there exist orthogonal bases for V,
giving V = C 3 such that (z,z) = zz
2	 2KC z2 E C 3 ; Z i + Z 2 + Z23 = 0	 .
and hence
Proposition 3.2 A EOK(V) iff a matrix A say, which represents A
with respect to an orthogonal basis for V, satisfies XA 60(3,C)
for some X C . Consequently, OK(V) =S0(3,C) x C .
Proof	 Suppose that /a	 b cN
M = def
\g	 h ij
satisfies	 zMzT = 0 for all z EK. Since zz
T is irreducible,
Nullstellensatz implies that zz
T
 divides zMzT . Equating coefficients
reveals that this implies a = c = i , b = -d , c = -g and f = -h .
Thus M is necessarily the sum of a diagonal matrix and a skew-
symmetric matrix. If A preserves K then AAT must be of this form,
but AA
T
 is symmetric and hence it must be diagonal : thus
XA E 0(3,C) for some	 C .
Any A EOK(V) induces a biholomorphism a : Q(K)----+ Q(K),
where a(X) = AX , and is actually determined up to a scalar by this
induced map : for, suppose that A,BEOK(V) induces the same element
of Aut(Q(K)) , then Av = XBv for v EK , where X :
is holomorphic and therefore constant, thus A = XB on K and hence
A = XB on V. Further, if XEQ(K) then (AX) 0 = AX 0
 : for, suppose
that licAX 0 is null, then A-111, which lies on X0 , is null and
hence A-1 11 = X , thus AX 0 rIK = AX	 Consequently A maps affine
null planes to affine null planes and we have the following
commutative diagram
0K(V) 	 r B(V/A0)
Aut(Q(K))
where A(it) = ATT and the vertical arrows designate the induced
automorphism of Q(K). (Note that elements of B(V1110) are similarly
determined up to a scaling factor by the automorphism that they
induce on Q(K).) Observe that (3 is in fact a group homomorphism
and that the above is a commutative diagram of groups.
Now, oE B(Vm) , inducing ocAut(Q(0) , may be transformed,
via the twistor transform T, into an element of GL(V) in the
following way ; let OT EGL(V) be given by
OT (v) 
= T-i(e
v
0 ci)	 for v e V .
Since for any n c1-0(Q(K),(2(V/A0))
o n(X) E Q(K)
	 iff	 n(A) =
observe that 11----÷ 0 on 0 ri preserves the conformal structure
T(K) in H°(Q(K),(9(V/A0)) and hence eT COK(V) . It is clear that
T B(V/A0)---+0K(V) is a group homomorphism ; we now show that
T = (3 -1 , i.e. we have
Proposition 3.3	 13 : OK(V)----*B(V/A0) is a group isomorphism.
Proof For A e K (V) ' inducing a EAut(Q(K)) , we have
A13T (V) = T -1 (A13 0 cry
 ot -1 ) .
But,	 A13 o ay o a -1 (A) = A 13 o ov (A -1 A) = A 13 (v + (A-1x)0)
= Av + 
A° = GA(A) '
hence	 T-1(A o
	 0 ce -1 ) = Av , and thus
f3T = id
OK(V)
We now show that Ker(t) is trivial. Suppose that 0 B(V/A0)
satisfies 0T = id , so
V
0 o o 8 -1 = n	 for all
	 n E H°(Q(K),(907/A0))
or equivalently,
eon = no°
For X E Q(K) , let n T(C) have a double root at A, then
0 on(A) = 0(A) = e(A) Quo
but	 n o0(A) c Q(K)	 iff	 e(A) = A.
Since this holds for every n £ T(K) , we have 0 = idQ(K) • Thus
0 o n = n for every T) H°(Q(K),O(V/A0)) and hence 0 = id/ 0 . So
Ker(T)
	 id V/Ao • We saw above that 13T = id
o`
	, consequently
K
for 0 E B(V/A0)
TfiT 
=
T
f3
thus OT = 0 and hence T 
We now compare the effect of a cone preserving transform on a
null curve with the corresponding transform on its spectral curve.
AA13
N(M,V)
sp I
C(M,V/A0)
N(M,V)
Sp I
1 C(M,V/A0)
Proposition 3.4 (i) The following diagram commutes
where A and A
	
the obvious maps induced by A EOK(V).
(ii) Correspondingly, for 0 EB(V/A 0 ) and
kj) c C(M,V/A0) we have,
os(00 = OTos(10 .
Proof For 0 6 N(M,V) and	 C M such that W() x 0 , we have
sp(A0)() = AQW + (AQ'(C))0
but	 (A CP ())0 = A( Cr (E))o ,	 hence
sp(AQ) = Asp(S2)
on an open subset of M, and hence on M.
(ii) follows immediately from (i) and 2.26.
(C) Local Coordinate Transforms and the Adjoint Representation of 
PGL(2 C).
We saw in §2 that a conformal structure K, on a 3—dimensional
complex vector space V, arises canonically (via T) as the cone in
H°(Q(K),(9(V/A0)) of sections which possess 	 a double root. The
results of 3.B, together with the necessity to introduce local
coordinates, suggest that a shift in viewpoint, which emphasizes
the picture from the base in V/Ao, should be our next step. (In
particular, we will see that orthogonal bases in V arise naturally
from appropriate choices of local coordinate on the base.)
Let JP be the projective space of lines in a 2—dimensional
complex vector space and suppose that E- 9 ]P is a holomorphic
line bundle of degree 2 ; for the sake of brevity let H° denote
H°(1P,O(E)). Observe that H° possesses a canonical conformal
structure K
E
 given by the cone of sections which possess a double
root and furthermore, that there exists the following embedding of
IIP in 1P(H°)
_
Cl : it' --- Q ( KE )
where q(p) = line of sections in 11 0 , vanishing with multiplicity 2
at p.
Proposition 3.4 E may be canonically identified with the collection
of affine null planes in H°.
Proof The collection of affine null planes in H° is simply
11°/A0--÷
 Q(KE)
we exhibit a bundle isomorphism E-----* q -1 H°A 0 . Following 2.7(1),
_
for e E E such that Tr(e) = p , let
H
e 
={ a Ell° ; cs(p) = e } .
Clearly H
e
 = e + H and H
e
 is an affine plane in H°. Furthermore,
P
observe that
11
p
n K
E
 = q(p)
in particular H
P
 intersects K
E
 in a single line and is therefore
null. e----*-11
e
 is linear on fibres and Ker (11) = 0 for all
P
p c IP , thus II is a bundle isomorphism.
Remark 3.5 From 2.6 we have the twistor correspondence
T : W1(11°,((E)) ------+W(Q(KE),(9(H /AO) .
In view of 3.4 we ought to view the twistor isomorphism in this
context, as arising from the identification E=q-1 1-1°/A 0 .
Now, recall that 1P has 'a unique projective structure, i.e.
there exists a unique maximal atlas for 13 in which the transition
functions lie in the group of fractional linear transforms, PGL(2,C)
any such chart may be extended over 3P minus I point, (see [Cu] for
information regarding projective structures on Riemann surfaces).
Definition 3.6 A local coordinate C, which lies in the projective
structure of 1P, is called a local affine coordinate (1.a.c.) on F.
In order to specify a 1.a.c.
	
on 1° we must choose some 'point at
infinity', Co e F , and a scaling factor when identifying
PVC) .- -Hj -C . Now, a trivialization of E over TP\{c ,} is simply
a global holomorphic section of E lying on that line in K E of sections
which have a double root at Cc. : accordingly, the collection of
such 'projective trivializations' of E may be identified with KE.
Recall that the Picard group of 13 is generated by the hyperplane
bundle 0(1) ---+ IP and consequently E0(2) , see [G-1-1]. The
*
collection of isomorphisms E0(2) is simply C , corresponding to
a choice of scale in the fibres of E. The choice of this scale has
the effect of coupling the 1.a.c.'s to the projective trivializations
of E ; for, thinking of 0(2) as T'lP, observe that a choice of 1.a.c.
d
C provides the projective trivialization -a-c- of T'l? and conversely,
given a projective trivialization t over 1P, integrating the equation
d
-z = t yields a uniquely specified 1.a.c. on IF.
The expression for an element of H°0P,(9(V1P)) with respect
to a 1.a.c. r, can be at most quadratic in C, hence
f d	 rd	 7.2d 1
1 dC ' 'dC '
	 dC i
gives a:basis for 14 0 (1P,(2(T T IP)) .
The embedding
q : IP --+ Q(KT , F) c---+-13(H°(IP,((VW))
9d
is given by	 q(co) = [a(c-c0)-- ]d 	 , which, with respect to the
above basis, gives q(C 0 ) = [ 1,-2Co,CO] •
Consequently, a choice of (1.a.c.)C yields an isomorphism Q(K T'1p ) = k,
where
,‘,
Ch. = { [a,b,c] 6]P2 ; b2-4ac = 0 } 	.
A choice of (1.a.c.)C yields the following diagram
H°(1P,O(T'IP)) T	 ) H°(Q(KT,F),O(H°/Ao))
T	 ) HCIOi1,(2(0/A0))
The horizontal isomorphisms are, of course, canonical, the vertical
isomorphisms are achieved simultaneously by the choice of (1.a.c.)C.
Viewing the top isomorphism in the light of 3.5, this diagram provides
a natural explanation of the fact that T'l? may be viewed as the
collection of affine null planes in C 3 , where (a,b,c) E C 3 corresponds
to the global holomorphic section of null affine planes passing
2x d
through it, given by (a + bc +
Now observe that, if given (1.a.c.)C we choose the following
basis for H°(1',0(T'IP))
C3
1	 d
- — (	 —2 1-2) dc ' - 1 (1+e) cc1T-
then solving,
C 2 - 2 () + d = - 4 (1-0) - 4 (1 -1- C 2 ) -
gives
A = 1-a , B = i(l+CO) , C = 2c) .
Thus
	
q : 23
---Q(KTIF ) becomes
q(c) = [ 1-C 2 , i(1+ 2 ), %]
and we have Q(K
T'1p) -= Ch •
In the corresponding diagram, having obtained this orthogonal basis
for H°(1P,C1(T'3P)) , we find that z = (z1,z 2 ,z3) C C3 is represented
in H° by
a (0 = _ f(z1-1- 2!_z2) 
+ z3	 ( z i -iz2f
),2) d
z	 2	 '	 dc •
Since a bundle automorphism of E is determined up to a
scalar by the induced map on 1P, observe that a choice of isomorphism
E=VF has the effect of representating each projective equivalence
class of B(E), by a unique element of the form ae, where
eePGL(2,C) ; (note in particular, that the pure dilations of E,
i.e. fibre rescalings, are all represented simply by the identity
map on 3P). We now examine the representation p, of PGL(2,C) on
H°(1P,O(TIP)) given by p(e) = (ae) T • (This corresponds to the
coordinate transformation induced on H°(1P,((V1P)) when we change
1.a.c. on 1P, w = ow.)
f32
62
Suppose that,
then
SO
where A = (
Y
Q1 
6
13 ) c SL(2,C)
8 1(0 =6c	 — 6 and 
de (c)
=
-YC + a	 ,71"	 (Y + 0-2
O(C) = .ILL11
yc + 6
de ( 0-1 (C)) = (YC - a ) 2 .
7:1T
dConsequently for Ti . (a + b + cC 2
 ) c-rc E H°(1P,O(T 1 1P)) , we have
((8) Tn)(0 = ae 0 n 0 e-1(C)
	
= la + b(4 
_; 0 + c( (5	 1-. ) 2 1 (y-a) 2 cc/2T
	-Y 	 a )
fa(y-00 2
 + b(dc-13)(7y+a) + c(OC-R)2)-ck
= (a' + b'C + c'C 2 ) -:-1T
where,
(
a'\	
/ a2	
-af3
b'	 =	 -2ay a6+18Y
c'/	 \ y2	
-Y6
We know from 3.3 that this matrix p(A), preserves the conformal
structure, i.e. if b 2-4ac = 0 then (b')2-4a'c' = 0 , one can
verify this directly.
Remark 3.7 Recall that if W = 8(c) then (c,n)-----)-(c,4)
and (w,1-1)'----(w,u—d ) represent the same point of T'lP iffdw
d8	 ,  d
= 11-(1—z ) ; consequently, {a' + b'w + c'wt J -d-w-	 represents the
section n in w-coordinates.
Proposition 3.8 The representation p : SL(2,C)----4-GL(H°(1P,O(T'1P)))
may be viewed as the adjoint representation
Ad : SL(2,C)----)-GL(sk(2,C)) .
Proof Simply observe that the above equation may be rewritten, using
the isomorphism
	
 sk(2,C)
b	 2a)
(a b c)
(-2c -b
as follows
b' b
(
-13\2a?) ( is) 2a) (
-2c' -b' y 6 -2c -b --y a/
Since
simply
SL(2,C) is a matrix group, the adjoint representation is
Ad(y)X = yXy -1 ,	 see [V].
01 7--- 1)9-i)
-1)
(
03	
( -1
= 
Recall that
are (minus) the usual Pauli spin matrices and let 0 = ( 010203).
The transformation from (a b c) to (zlz2z3) coordinates on
H°(1P,O(T I 1P)) given by
( zi + iz 2 )	 zi - iz2 
a -	 , b	 3- z	 c -2	 2
together with the above isomorphism, is effected by
T
z 1-----). Oz
•
Observe that p, with respect to (z 1 z2z3) coordinates satisfies
-1a(p(A)zT) = A(azT)A	 .
Since det(azT) = -zzT , we have p(A)E0(3,C) , a calculation shows
that
det(p(A)) = det(A)3
consequently we have a (double covering)
p : SL(2,C)--- SO(3,C) .
Thus p is simply the natural extension of the classical quaternion
representation of the rotational part of PGL(2,C) , i.e. we have
SU(2) 	  SO(3,1R)
f	 f
SL(2,C) 
	  SO(3,C)
9
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Remark 3.9 We can recover the full group O K (V) as follows : let
p' : GL(2,C)
	
SO(3,C) C
be given by
0(p'(A)zT) = C a	 (3 ) (ozT) ( 6
( a	13)
where A =	 . Note that p(A) = p '(A) iff A E SL(2,C).
Y 6
p'(AA) = X2 p T (A) implies that det(p l (AA)) = X6det(A)3
consequently
iSL(2,C)
	 SO—(3,C)C SO(3,C)xC .
(Essentially we have thrown away our choice of scale.)
(D) The Weierstrass Representation Formulae. 
In the next proposition we provide a geometric interpretation
of the function f, which features in the free form version of the
Weierstrass formulae ; c.f. §1.0 and the Appendix of [HZ].
The reformuo of the previous sections enable us to view the
Weierstrass — Hitchin correspondence as follows
os
C(M,T'F)	 N(M,H° OP,O(1"13)))
	 N(M,C3)
sp
where the second isomorphism results from a choice of 1.a.c. on IP.
Now, suppose that QEN(M,C 3 ) is such that 
-q2(Co) 0 0 and that
yi-21 is inverse to y2 on a neighbourhood U of Co = Yc2(CO) such that
V-1 (co) = Eo ; then
n() = f ()	 = sp ( c2 ) 0 y-s-21 (c)
gives an implicit description of sp(2) 0 y-Q1 (U).
Definition 3.10 If f(c) (7- gives an implicit description of some
part of sp(2) over U
	 , where
	 is a 1.a.c., then f is a
spectral function for 2.
Proposition 3.11 If	 is inverse to the Gauss map yo of a null
curve 2 : M--4- C 3
 on UC IP , and f is a spectral function for
over U then
o-yd.
 (u) =
	 (1-u2)f"(u) + uf'(u) - f(u)
O YQ-1 (Li) = 1(1+11 2 )f"(U)	 iuf'(u) +if(u)
2 3 OYç Cu) = uf n (u) - f'(u)	 for u E U
Proof Let r1(C) = f(C)—d	the 2-jet of n at u e U is given bydC
'NJ
nu(C) = {f(11)
	 ff(11)(C-11)
	 f2(-1-1) (C-0 2 ) "Ck	 •
The coefficients of n :
	 H°(IP,(9(T'31))) are, therefore :
a(u) = f(u) - uf'(u) + iu2f"(u)
b(u) = f'(u) - uf"(u)
c(u) = if"(u) .
Converting to (z 1 Z2 z3) - coordinates in H°(1P,(1(T'3P)) , we solve
jf ( Q1 ÷ iC22) 0 yo-1 (1) = a(u)
-Q3 0	 (u)	 = b(u)
1( Q 1	 j- Q2) 0 Y L ( u) = c(u)
from which the above formulae follow immediately.
Given a null curve Q : U—+C 3 which is parameterized by
its Gauss map, i.e. ys-2(c) = c, and A ES0(3,C) inducing a EAut(Q1),
observe that Q = AC2oet -1 is parameterized by its Gauss map. In
the next proposition, which follows easily from 3.4 together with
the observations of §3.C, we describe the relationship between the
spectral functions of Q and Q.
d
Proposition 3.12 Suppose that fl = f(c)-dt and 11 = f(C)-dT
describe 2 local sections of T']? over UCIP , where C is a 1.a.c.
r‘,
on 1? and let Q = os(fl) and La = os(1) . Then
(1) n and 71 are related by an equation of the form
a e on o e
	
for e E SL(2,C)
( —(c2 1 —io2 ) o e
03 0 0	 -(C21+j-C22) e	 a 13.
	C23	
-(C21+il22) 6 -13
-1?-2'3 0 e
	) 1 6	 -(01-102)	 -03	 -1 a
iff
(6?7) 0	 = Ad(0)(oS2r) .
(ii) More explicitly,
(a	
)
= ( g-a ) 2f (AM) for e =	 E SL(2,C)f(0
Y 6
iff Q and	 are related (by an element of SO(3,C))as follows
a S(iii) If (I) = Re(0) and (/) = Re(Q) and ( _
	 c SU(2)
-6 a
then
f() = (f+a)2f(221)
iff, (I) and (1) are related ( by an element of SO(3,E) ) as follows
(
(P3 00	 —((i)i+42)	 6)	 ( a	 13
- ( (1) 1 -1- (1) 2) 0	 -(1)3 o	 &)
4./	 'NJ	 rL,
( -(1+1(1)2) (& -(3)
V(1)1 —±(1)2)
	
—(1)3	 a
1) 3
Remark 3.13 The relation
de _
ri*"(0 =(e i(o)f o e-i(c)
is simply
de
f(w) = -dz(c)f(0 ,
where w = e(c)	 f(C) is therefore, a picture of n = f(C) c-r-c- in
d
to-coordinates, i.e. f(w) — describes n over to = e(c) in
to-coordinates.
Example 3.14 In 1.15 we saw that 0 :
	 , given by
0(0 = ( 7 c--6 c ,	 ,1	 1 3	 i 3 1 2)
(whose real part is Enneper's surface), has the spectral function
1
f(C) =	 . For e = (1 -1 ) we have to = e(c) = 1 and
= 2 l\	 -1—f(0
	
2
--=	 f o 1 (C)
	 C (6 3-) = 6c
The above formula yields
(
'NJ
03
rto
-62 1 1-i02),)
—03
(	 - 1 )	 19	 s-(	 s23 o	 -1	(s2i-fi22) o 0'1
1	
—(01—i-C22) o	 -s-2, 0 e-1
--s23 0 0-1 	 -(s21-is22 ) o e-'
•
( 
(o1l-J.02)00_'	 s-23 00'
0 er-1
C21
Q3
22
and hence
i.e.
Ql(C)
22(0
=
-
_1 1
i	 -1
 -27C
+ i
—6—
_1
3-6C 
-3
r\J	
1 -2
23() = 
--TC •
Of course f(w) = 1 gives a
picture of the spectral curve of
Q over a neighbourhood of co in 1P,
in particular the diagram on the
right illustrates the global structure
in T T 1P of the spectral curve of
Enneper ! s surface.
Remark 3.15 One might use these ideas to study null curves (minimal
surfaces) whose image is invariant under symmetries of C 3 (1R3).
Suppose Q : C----4-C 3 is null and has the spectral function f
observe that Q(C) is invariant under r<S0(3,C) iff AC2oce
-1 =
for all A c r and hence iff
f (c) = (yc - ) 2 f 
(o3)/
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for all (a ) lying in the double cover of r, r in SL(2,C). Note
Y 6
in particular that if Q is defined on the upper 4-plane in C, and
rk,
r is a discrete subgroup of SL(2,R), then the above equation asserts
that f is an automorphic function of weight -2.
We turn now to the question of the existence of a Weierstrass
representation in free form. We have seen that y (Co) % 0 ensures
the existence of a neighbourhood U of 13 , together with a holomorphic
function f on )'Q(U) such that
S-2 (0 = WRFF(f o yo (E))	 for	 E U .
In the light of 3.11 it is easy to see that such on f exists iff
sp(Q) is transverse to the fibre at sp(0)(C 0 ) ; we will show that
yQ may branch at c), provided that this results purely from
ramification of 0 at (). (The notion of ramification is defined in
Appendix A, which should be consulted if any of the notation used
in the following is unfamiliar.)
Proposition 3.16 ReN(M,C 3 ) has a Weierstrass representation
in free form on some neighbourhood U of Co E M iff
brco (y& = ramu (Q) .
Proof Suppose that 0 has a Weierstrass representation on U a
neighbourhood of F 0 . From 3.11, f is a spectral function for Q and
thus describes b' = sp(Q)(U) , which is therefore, transverse to the
fibres. Hence, from 2.19 and 2.26, we can factor oi l) through the
spectral curve
0(c)	 ?iosp(Q)
	 for C EU	 (1)
(in the notation of 2.19). Hencewhere 0 = w
sp(Q)
yo(c)
	 y?-'2cIsp(Q)(&)
	
for
	
CU .
	 (2)
Again from 2.19, we have	 , which is not branched and
hence Q is not ramified at	 = sp(Q)(to) . Thus viewing sp(Q)lu
r1/
as a map	 , we have from (1)
ram (S• )= bro(sp())
and from (2),
brco (ys.2 ) = brco(sp(0))
hence
brco (yQ) = ram(S) .
Conversely, suppose that br (y ) = ram (Q) . Since yQ isC6 Q	 Co
non—constant, there exists a neighbourhood U of Co such that
Y;2(C) 0 for	 c1J\{Co} . From 2.19 and 2.26 there exists
2 : U\fC0)------+ C3
such that
= ?j2 0 sp(S2)()	 for	 U\{&0}
	 (3).
Now, since 2 = 0 1 op iff sp(0) = sp(Ri) op , we have from
Proposition 6 of Appendix A, that
br o (sP( -2 )) + 1 = (Bru (sp(0)) + 1 )(ram o (sp(Q)) + 1)
= (Br o (sp(0)) + 1 )(rn o (Q) + 1)
= Br o (sp(Q) + 1)(bru (ys-2) + 1) .
But, yQ = Tr 0 sp(C2) implies that br(yQ);-brsp(Q) , hence
Br (sp(0)) = 0 and U is biholomorphic to a disc. Thus S.2 is an
o
analytic function defined on a punctured disc and from (3), the
'N.,	 r‘,
boundedness of Q at Co implies that 0 extends over U. (3) implies
that
yQ = y's-2' 0 sp(Q)
and since
br(y0) = br(sp(Q))
we have
brZ o (y) = 0
thus yiii exists on y - (U) and -qoyQ(E) = sp(R)() , thus
Q(C) = WRFF(qo VC)) .
(E) The Weierstrass Formulae and J2. 
In [E&S], Eells and Salamon describe a CR-structure, J2, on the
unit tangent sphere bundle of an oriented 3-dimensional Riemannian
branched immers;on
manifold N, with respect to which a non-constant/
	
(I) : M--+N
where M is a Riemann surface, is conformal and harmonic iff the
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(Gauss) lift of 1) to S(N), r(  is J 2-holomorphic. For 0) : N,
= (Y ,(1)) and the (1,0)-distribution for J2 is given by
cl)
2.i
	 1
where 114 3 = S 2 x 1R 3 , 71. 1 ,7r 2 denote the projection maps, and S 2 is
orientated with respect to the outward normal field. It is easy
to see that the J 2-holomorphicity of 1) may be interpreted as follows
(i) y is holomorphic if f 1) is harmonic
(1)
(ii) dcb(T 1.°M)c Tr-il T 1.°S 2	 iff ()) is conformal.
Observe that, using D : S 2 = Q 1 , we can rewrite the above as
T 1,03R3 1.1.-1 T 1,0n +	 A
92 —	 1	 "(1
and let us refer to a holomorphic curve 1) = (g,f) M-- 0-Q i x C3
constrained so that [3f] = g , as a A-curve, i.e.
DtP(T 1)3 M)C Tr-il T 10 Q 1 +	 A . Locally, for cf, harmonic, we can write
ct =
 
4(Q +Q)F2) , where C2 is holomorphic, hence 31) = 13C2 and thus
is J 2-holomorphic if f ( ys-i , C2) is a A-curve. So we have the diagram
Null Curves •	  A - curves
Re	 Re!
Minimal 	 >	 Curves
Surfaces
T'° 1R 3 =	 -1T 0,1s 2 +	 s 2
Given a A-curve i : 	 Qix C 3 , composing with the projections
Qi x E 3	 C3/A0
we obtain on the left, a J 2—holomorphic curve, and on the right, a
curve whose implicit description over Q 1 is a spectral function of
the projection of 4 into C3.
§4 Algebraic Minimal Surfaces. 
(A) Introduction 
Recall that in §2 we saw how to transform a null curve in V
into a curve on V/Ao, see 2.26. Having removed the constraint of
_
nullity it is natural to consider conformally compactifying, since
we can do this and preserve the essential feature of the transformed
curve, namely holomorphicity. Furthermore, if we compactify correctly
then we preserve the property of V/A0-----4-Q(K) that encodes nullity,
i.e. the existance of a system of rational curves of self-intersection
number 2. In B we briefly consider the geometry of the appropriate
compactification, which is a familiar object from algebraic geometry,
namely a rational ruled surface. In C we show that having compact-
ified V/A o , sp extends over the ends of a null meromorphic curve
we use this to describe a natural parameterization domain. This
result should be viewed as a corollary of the result of Osserman
[Os 2],.regarding the extension of the Gauss map for complete
minimal surfaces of finite total curvature, in the context of
algebraic minimal surfaces, see D.
It is unlikely that many of the results of this chapter
appear here in their best form. The work is quite tentative and
occasionally lapses into speculation. The hope is that some of
these ideas point to further interesting problems.
(B) A Conformal Compactification of the Space of Null Affine Planes. 
Those readers who are unfamiliar with the following may wish
to consult [G&H: §4.3], from which this discussion is derived.
Definition 4.1 For
	 M , a holomorphic vector bundle over a
complex manifold M, the associated projective bundle, 1P(E)----- n M
is that fibre bundle over M whose fibre at z eM is the projective
space ]P(E).
Given an open cover Nu) of M, together with a collection of local
trivializations
t
a
 : EI U	 a
 x C
k
a
observe that the induced trivialization
t
a 
: IP E I 
Ua	
U
a 
x	
-1
endow 1P(E) with the structure of a holomorphic k_i-bundle over M.
If {gai3 : U nil----+ GL(r,C)) are the transition functions
associated to {t I then transition functions for 1P(E) are given by
the composition g
aS' 
of g
aS with the usual projection
Let C=MxC, and suppose that EePic(M) . There is the
inclusion
1 : E	 ( E	 C)
1P(E 0 C)zEz (E e.c)
z
whose restriction to the fibre E 	 given by
e
	 (e,l) 	  [e,1]
Consequently, F(E 9 C) is a conformal compactification of E, in
which each fibre over M is completed at infinity to a projective
line. Topologically, E is 'capped off' at infinity by the addition
of a copy of M.
Suppose that M = 13 1 , E = 0(n) and let Sn = IP(0(n) 0 C) .
We now review some of the salient features of the global geometry
of S. For 0 a meromorphic section of 0(n), let Ea CSn
 denote
the closure of the image of the section (0,1) of 0(n) 0 C ; in
particular note that E 0 is the zero section of S
n
. The 1P 1 at
infinity in Sn may be seen in this context in the following way
suppose that a is a non—zero global holomorphic section of 0(n),
away from the zeros of 0, (a,0) gives a curve in S n whose closure is
independent of the choice of 0, this curve is denoted E. It is
straightforward to establish the following intersection formula
(where C is a generic fibre of Sr-1-----*IP)
E0 •E0 =n , E0 • Eco = 0 , C•C=0
E0 -E o = number of zeros of a
E -E = number of poles of 0
0	 co
E 0 • C = EG
 - C = E. - C = 1
Furthermore, since the Chern class 1-13•(S
n
, 
*	 CI
H2(Sn,Z)
is an isomorphism, 2 curves are linearly equivalent on Sn iff they
are homologous. Consequently we can deduce, from the above formulae,
that
E. '1, E0	 nC .
Observe that this implies that E.E = -n : it is easy to show
that E. is the unique irreducible curve on Sn having negative self-
intersection number. S
n
 may be viewed as the 1P 1 -bundle over 1P1
that possesses an irreducible curve of self-intersection number -11.
It follows from the adjunction formula that the canonical bundle
K
n
 of S
n 
is given by :
K
n 
= -2E + (n - 2)C .
Now, since deg(V/A 0 ) = 2 , IP(V/A 0 ED C) =S 2 and we have
E.IJE 0
 -2C and K2 = -2E0 • The following diagram illustrates
the global structure of S2
where cr E H°(Q(K) , 0(V//1 0
 )) .
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Remark 4.2 (i) S
n
 are rational ruled surface, in particular they
are algebraic. (They embed in 1PN
 as the rational normal scrolls.)
(ii) One may view S 2 as follows. For 7 :	 ,
H°(T'IP, ( 7 -1 0(2))) is spanned by
1	 2 d)-cTe.
2	 dC ' cic
see Proposition 4.5 of [H3]. These sections embed T'lP into 1P3
T'IP -----1P(H°(T'13,0(7-10(2)))
where the image lies on the quadric cone
f[z o ,z i ,z 2 ,z 3 ] ; zo = r , z / =
	 (1-c2) , z2 = -1-(1+C 2 )	 z3 = - c) .
This cone is a 1-point conformal compactification of TIP,
blowing-up the vertex [1,0,0,0] , we obtain S2.
(iii) Note that ED0 is the only curve on S
n
 that is
distinguished canonically ; E 0 , for example, is simply an irreducible
curve chosen from the linear system 1E 0 1 .
(iv) T'1P may be viewed as the space of oriented lines
in 1R 3 , for an oriented line is determined by its direction,
together with the vector on it that lies closest to the origin.
The twistor correspondence replaces x £1R 3 by the global section
of oriented lines which pass through x. Thus adding a 1P 1 at
infinity to T'lP, corresponds (conformally) to the addition of a point
at infinity to 1R 3 . Hence, S2 may be loosely described as the space
of oriented geodesics of a 'flat S 3V . S2 is homeomorphic to 1P 1 x1P i -
the space of oriented geodesics of S 3 , so one might view the non-
triviality of S 2 as a holomorphic product, as arising from the
inability of S 3 to support a flat metric?
(C) Null Meromorphic Curves in C3. 
The following result is in essence due to Weierstrass, see
[El
Theorem 4.3 Suppose that 1 : M q p i ,	 ,pr} —,- C3 is a null
meromorphic curve. Compactifying T'113 to S 2 , as described in §4.B,
sp(Q) extends over fp,,	 ,pr) to a holomorphic curve
sP(0 ) :
Proof Suppose that p {p i ,	 ,p
r
} . Since yo extends to a
meromorphic function on M, there exists a neighbourhood U of p such
that T'lP i trivializes over v=yc.2(u) . So, we have
% 
t : VIP] . lv	 )VXC
and
t 0 sp(Q)	 ,F)	 U p}	 V x C .
Clearly, it is sufficient to show that F does not have an essential
singularity at p. Supposing that t is the restriction of a
projective trivialization then we have from 3.11 that
F = 1-(y 2 -1)s-2 —
	 + 1)C2 - y 02 e2	 2 0	 2	 0 3
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and therefore, since Q and hence ys-2 are meromorphic on M, F extends
over U to a map U--)-F 1 .
Remark 4.4 Note that sp(0)(p) does not necessarily lie on E.
in fact, sp(Q)c, E. can be empty. E.g. take a smooth, compact
algebraic curve ScT'13 1 (which is not a section). Osculating S
produces a null meromorphic curve 0S in C 3 . Clearly, osculation
fails at a finite number of points on S, Ec13 	 . Of course
Yc2
sp(0s )(S\E) = S .
For completeness, we state
Theorem 4.5 Suppose that IP : M---,-F(T'Fi e c) is a holomorphic
map of a compact Riemann surface. Then there exists fp,, ... ,pr}
such that os(110 : M\ip i , ...
 "r	
)C3 is a null meromorphic
curve.
Remark 4.6 Observe that osculation on 'abstract' S 2 may be viewed
as follows : choose a curve E 0 from the linear system of curves of
self-intersection number 2 and let C be a generic fibre, i.e.
C . E 0 = 1 and C . 0 = 0 . For an irreducible curve S cS 2
 , which
is not a fibre, define 0 : S* -4-1E 0 1
 to be that curve suchS
that
(a) Qs (p) passes through p and
(b) aQs(p)nE 0
 = Cr, E0
 , where C is the fibre of S 2 that
*
passes through p and S denotes that generic subset of S where
such an element of 1E 0 1
 exists.
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The geometry of the spectral curve of Q : 14 1 ----, c3
intimately reflects the structure of the image Q(M i ) : recall from
2.19 and Definition 2.20 that 0 = w
sp(Q) 0 sp(Q) on M where
wspuo arises canonically out of the geometry of sp(Q)(M T ) on
T e r,. In particular, observe that sp(Q)(M T ) is the natural
parameter domain for Q(M ? ) , but may of course be singular. We
shall now see that this difficulty is easily overcome if 0 is null
meromorphic.
Since S 2 is an algebraic surface, it follows from the G.A.G.A.
principle, see [S], that if f : M----÷ S2 is a holomorphic mapping
of a compact Riemann surface then f(M) is an algebraic curve on
S 2 . Now, suppose that E is the singular locus of f(M) ; since
M\f-1 (E) is connected, it follows that f(M)\E is connected and
hence f(M) is irreducible. An irreducible curve on an algebraic
surface has a canonically associated compact Riemann surface, i.e.
we have the following result, for a proof see [G&H: §4.1].
Theorem 4.7 If CcS is an irreducible curve on an algebraic
‘1.,
surface then there exists a compact Riemann surface C, and a
,1,
holomorphic map 6 : C---)-C that is one-to-one over smooth points
of C.
rk,
The Riemann surface C, together with the map 6 is called the
desingularization of C. We will show now that any null meromorphic
curve factors through the desingularization of its spectral curve.
sp -1 (EQ)
SQ
Theorem 4.8 Suppose that Q M\fp l ,	 C3 is a null
meromorphic curve and let SQ
 = sp(Q)(M) . There exists a
holomorphic map r :
	 SQ such that the following commutes
S \ripp )
•• 	 'r
m\IP1, os(6)
C3
Proof From 4.3, SQ
 is an irreducible curve on S2 and consequently
possesses a desingularization SQ . Let ZQ
 be the singular locus of
(N.,**	 *
SQ
 and let SQ = SQ\Zs-2 and SQ = 6 SQ . Since 6 is 1-1 on S we
have
where r	 6-1 0 sp . Now, at qEsp -1 (E
 )' either r has an essential
singularity or is of the form ci----* cri for some n IN . But
6 or = sp , which extends over q (and is a rational map), thus,
since 6 is non-constant, this implies that r cannot possess an
essential singularity at q and hence extends over sp-1 (EQ) to give
a holomorphic map M---0-k.2
 . Consequently we may factor sp(Q)
through rk : sp(Q) = (Sol' and hence Q = os(6) or .
Remark 4.9 This result suggests that the appropriate 'geometric
data' to associate to X = Q(M\fp ,
	 ,p
r
}) comes from
(
'
os(6)) , i.e. we should define
g ( X ) = g (k2\ri P I ,	 , Pr)) ,
C(X) = C \rip	
'
p
r
))
 '
number of ends =	 ,	 ,121
r
11 , and
branching order	 13 ()
This removes the flabbiness from Ossermann's inequality in 1.31
the original data associated to (M q p ,
	
,p
r
1,0) may be very
artificial, (of course this problem does not arise for immersed
surfaces).
Again, this suggests that the correct way to describe moduli spaces
of null meromorphic curves in C 3 (and hence the corresponding
spaces of branched minimal surfaces in 1R 3 ) is not to fix a parameter
domain fi and consider {0 :
	 C3 ; null meromorphic) , but
rather to consider classes of irreducible curves on S 2 . Initially
one might choose curves lying in a fixed linear system on S 2 . Recall
that in §4.B we saw that such a curve S, will satisfy S^uaE 0 + bC
for some a,b EZ , so the first step is to understand the relevance
of the integers S . E 0 and S . 0 in terms of the geometry of the
null meromorphic curves Qs . S . 0 is easy to interpret in terms
of the total curvature :
Proposition 4.10 Suppose that S is an irreducible curve on S 2 and
that QS : \ip 1 , ... , p
r
}----+C3 is the associated null
meromorphic curve. Then
C6(VP 1 , ... ,Pr)) = - 4TrS • C .
Proof The Gauss map yo = Trl s oS and hence, since 6 is 1-1 off
a finite set, deg(Y6 ) = deg(rd s ) = S -C . Thus, the result follows
from 1.27.
The significance of S -E 0 is not so clear. For
pcSnE
o
	iff	 Qs(P) + (VP)) 0 = (YQ(P)) 0 	,
which occurs iff the null line S-2 (p) + [W(p)] passes through O.S	 S
Thus S . E 0
 measures the number of times, counted with multiplicity,
that the null lines tangent to Q pass through the origin in C3.S
Remark 4.11 Of central interest here is to determine the significance
of the intersection formula
E- S = E 0 . S - 2C - S .m
Rewriting this as
C6(Np , ... ' p l. )) = 27(E. - E 0 ) - S1
we see some resemblance to Ossermann's inequality.
Observe that E.f1S accounts for part of the total number
of ends of 0
S' but the significance of the algebraic intersection
number is not clear.
Example 4.12 (i) Suppose that 52 : MVp i ,	 ,pr)	 is a
null meromorphic curve such that -Co(M\ip ,
	 ,p
r
	= 471. . Since
1
deg (Y0) = 1 , M Pi and sp(Q) o -y -2 1 is a meromorphic section of
T'13 1 . We obtain all such image surfaces in C 3 by osculating
meromorphic sections. Consequently we may identify the moduli space
of such curves with the space of meromorphic sections of T'FI.
This decomposes naturally into families of curves indexed by
e = E. EG , and furthermore we have E 0 . E0 = e +2	 . Since	 is
1-1, the only ends on these surfaces arise where the spectral curve
intersects E. ; the intersection formula, may therefore, be easier
to understand in this case.
(ii) Further restricting Q to have 1 end, observe that
we can identify the collection of null meromorphic curves with total
curvature -47 and 1 end with CkNquadratic polynomials).
(D) Algebraic Minimal Surfaces. 
In this section we briefly consider the geometry of branched
minimal surfaces which arise as the real parts of null meromorphic
curves. In particular we shall look at some cases in which this
condition may be completely understood in terms of the geometry of
(t) in 3R3.
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Definition 4.13 Suppose that Q : MVp i ,	 ,pr)----*C3 is a null
meromorphic curve. Then (I) = Re(Q) is an algebraic minimal surface.
In 1.26 we saw that if 4) : W-----*]R 3
 is a complete, branched
minimal immersion with finite total curvature such that IB I <co(1)
then M'^0 11\lp , . . ,p
r
) , where M is compact, and y extends to a(I)
holomorphic map M--o-F 1
 . Consequently, a = w1C is a
C3 -valued meromorphic 1-form on M, the real part of whose periods
are all zero. In order for (I) to be algebraic, we simply require that
a is exact. Clearly, a is exact iff a i , where a = (a 1 ,a2 ,a 3 ) , are
differentials of the 2nd kind on M which have no periods. We can
interpret the former condition in terms of the geometry of 4) as a
growth condition on the ends
Suppose that C is a local coordinate centered at the end p,
then there exists nEN such that
---(E) = a
-n
C
-n
 + ... a 0 + a o + a C +dC	 -1	 1
where a.cC 3
 , and hence
'J
a
1)(0 = Re	 r-111-1+1	 +	 + a-1 log(C) + a o C + ...) + C .-n 
Since 4) is single-valued observe that a 1 c.
Definition 4.14 Ia_1 1 is the modulus of logarithmic growth of the
end. In particular, if a_ l
 = 0 then the end is said to have zero
logarithmic growth.
Remark 4.15 If the end p is embedded and has zero logarithmic growth
then there exists coordinates on IR 3 and C = E + iE centered at p2
such that (I) has the following form near p
/ 1 1C1 -2	 Re(01)\
C2IW2 Re(02)
Re(03)
where h. are holomorphic functions. This follows easily from the
fact that the end is embedded iff a has a pole of order 2 at p.
(We are assuming here that M is conformally equivalent to S4).)
For further details see [Sc] and [Br]. For 'genus zero' we can
give the following geometric criteria
Proposition 4.15 A branched minimal immersion
: IP I \ip ,	 , p
r
	is algebraic iff 4) is complete, has
finite total Gaussian curvature, NI <c° and the ends have zero
logarithmic growth.
For r= 1 , the residue theorem gives the following
Corollary 4.16 (i) A branched minimal immersion 4) :
is algebraic iff (I) is complete, IB4) 1 <c" and CI) (C) >	 .
(ii) If furthermore, C 4) (C) = —471. , then 4) arises as
the real part of a null meromorphic curve obtained by osculating a
meromorphic section of T'lP i . Thus the moduli space of such minimal
surfaces is
(C{]\{ quadratic polynomials} )/:1R3
where the equivalence relation is given by
( ( X 1 + ix2) 
+	
( x1 - iX 2) 2
p (C)	 qj P( 0 + i	 X	 C 13	 2	
for (x 1 ,x 2 ,x 3 ) EP 3
 . (This is simply because 0 and CM-ix project
to the same surface in le.)
We close this section with a result of Meek's, see Lemma 1 of [M],
which provides another source of algebraic minimal surfaces.
Proposition 4.17 Let Tr : ]P1-----FP2 be the usual double covering
and suppose that Trip , ... ,p } = { q , ... ,q} • If
1	 2r	 1	 r
(I) : IP.A{p , ... ,p }----*R 3 is a branched minimal surface with an
'	 1	 2r
%
algebraic Gauss map and there exists (1) : PP2 \{q , ... ,qr}----*P3
1
%
such that (I) = $ 0 Tr , then 4) is algebraic.
(E) Ends 
This section consists of some preliminary observations
regarding the relationship between the end structure of an algebraic
minimal surface and the structure of the branch points on its
spectral curve, viewed as a branched covering of Pi.
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Recall that ends occur on Q where sp(Q) either intersects E.
or fails to be transverse to a fibre. Of course, not all of the
latter give rise to ends, since they may simply correspond to zeros
of Gaussian curvature, i.e. branch points of the Gauss map. (For a
beautiful example of a branch point of the Gauss map see the picture
of the Jorge-Meeks Trinoid in [B&C]. Every plane which contains the
normal vector to (I)(0) intersects the surface in a cubic curve with
the point of inflection at (1)(0), giving g(z) = z 2 .) Now, recall
that if 1) : MVp i ,	 is an immersion then an end p
d(I)is embedded iff	 has a pole of order 2 at p. Clearly, if (I) is
not ramified, i.e. M is conformally equivalent 
to'(I)' 
this is still
a necessary condition for embeddedness of p. Consequently, we have
Proposition 4.18 If (I) : 1P1\41, •
	
,pr)-----*IR2 is algebraic
with total curvature -47 then none of the ends can be embedded.
Proof Recall that all such image surfaces arise by osculating
meromorphic sections of VP, andthat the ends of Of occur at the
poles of f. But, if f()(", the formulae of 3.11 imply that
1/2  
,.-(n+2), where
	
= Re(Q) , and hence that d(I) 	 ;-(n+3)
Since n >1 , the end cannot be embedded.
Corollary 4.19 The catenoid can be characterised as the unique
complete branched minimal surface in 1R 3 with 1%1 finite and total
curvature -47, which has embedded ends.
The behaviour of the following class of simple examples is quite
instructive
Example 4.20 Consider the rational curve 
S1:1(1 
on S(T'lP1e9C)
9
that is given over a neighbourhood of 0, by the equation ri cl = CP ,
where C is a 1.a.c. on 1? and p and q are coprime integers.
Observe that S
P c
1 is described over a neighbourhood of infinity by
,
the equation 11q . w2q-p , where w= C -1 (and consequently that
osculating S2q-p,q gives essentially the same null curve in C 3 as
osculation of S	 ). We view S
	 as the completion of the curve
P, c1	 P,(1
in C 2
 given by ul-----4-(uq,uP) and use this parameterization to
describe the null meromorphic curve O' cl in C 3 , obtained by osculating
S	 . First, observe that S 	 is transverse to the fibres over 1P
P,(1	 P,c1	 1
except at C = 0, 00
 , and hence we can focus attention on these 2
branch points. In particular we can see immediately that QP'cl
has at most 2 ends. We can describe S 	 over a neighbourhood of 0
P,c1
by a function of the form
f(C) = eici , and hence
f ' ( c ) = 2 A — 1)
q
and	 f"() . 2 (a- 1),-(-Pq--2) .
q q l'
Consequently since C = u g
 , one can easily check that the Weierstrass
formulae in free form yield
SIP ' cl(u) = 1- ( 2--1) uP-2q _ { 1 - -31 + -P-f-} uP
1 2q q	 /	 2q	 2q2
41q(u) = 129 (2-- 1)
.41 q	
up-2q
+ i t1 - 22- + -2-f-j uP
2q	 2q2
C21;' `i (u) =	 (Eci — 2) uP—cl	 .
= Re(QP ' (1 ) gives an algebraic minimal surface in le with
total curvature -47q.
For example, if p=3 and q=1 then we get Enneper's surface by
taking the real part. If p=3, (4=2 we get
(u) = —
1
(3u-1
8
+ u3)
S-2 3.2 (u) = 1 (3u-1 -	 3)112 8
3Q3,2 (u )	 _ u
3	 4
Taking real part we obtain
1 	 3x	 3	
.xy3 2)4) 31 '2 (0 -	 J8 x2 +y2
t.h 3,2 ( u
4.2 f
1 	 3y 
8 x2 + y2 y 3 + 3yx2j
(113 '2( 11) 	 =1•3
Remark 4.21 (i) If .2.> 2 then Q(0) is finite. (So we have a
branch point of the Gauss map.) This gives a branch point of QP01
(and hence of e' ci ) : for j-QP ' cl (u) = 0 iff u=0 and if p >2	 thendu 3
. Also note that p 2q forces S
4
IT 01'' q ( 0 ) = L
2p
' q (0 ) = 0
TlcI
= w2q,p
to intersect E over infinity on P I , for p >2q iff03
has a pole at 0.
(ii) 0 <p/q <2 forces ends at {0, 00} and hence the
surface is immersed for these values.
(iii) If 1 <p/q <2 then C2Pi ' cl (0)	 C2P ' q (0) = co but
C2P ' q (0) is finite. Consequently the end is asymptotic to a plane.3
(However, note that this does not imply that the surface is contained
in a 1- space - as sketches of cross-sections of S2 3,2 reveal.) C213'cl
cannot have both ends of this type for 1 <p/q <2 iff 0 <2-p/q <1 .
(iv) For p/q <1 , all Of)
 ( 0 ) are infinite. It would
be interesting to understand the difference between 0 < p/q <1 and
p/q <0 in terms of the geometry of CY'cl.
More generally, for an irreducible curve S cIP(VIP C) with
desingularization	 S we make the following simple observations:
View S as a branched covering of 1P 1 and recall that, with
respect to a projective trivialization we can write SW
= ('Yos((5)'F) '
where F is a meromorphic function. At a branch point p of y
os(6)'
choosing coordinates so that 
Yos((5) (C) =	 =	 we have the Puiseux
series representation of (S(U), for U a neighbourhood of p
f() =	 E a_c riq .
r
Of course, a
r
 =0 for all r h for some n E Z	 The behaviour
of C2 near p is determined by n/q, e.g.
niq > 2 implies that Os(P) is finite.
1 < n/q <2 implies that Ps ( p) is finite.
n/q <1 implies that	 3•(P)	 for j = 1,2,3.S,
(F) Yang -Mills -Higgs SU(2) -Monopoles. 
In this section we return to Hitchin's paper [H2], and in
particular, his observation that one may associate a minimal
surface to an SU(2)- monopole We describe the essential features
of the global structure of this surface and observe that it reflects
the soliton nature of its origin. Finally we consider some spec-
ulation regarding the existance of soliton families of minimal
surfaces. We begin by describing, very briefly, some elements of
monopole theory : for further details see [A&H], [D], [H2], [H3] and
[J&T].
Suppose V, a connection OM a principal SU(2) -bundle over F3,
and 0, a section of the associated bundle of Lie algebras, are
coupled by the Bogomolny equation
V0 = *F
(here F . is the curvature of V, and * is the Hodge *-operator). Then
(V,0) is an absolute minimum of the energy functional
E(V,0) = f 1E1 2 + IV012dx
1R3
within the fixed topological type, and (V,0) is a static Yang-Mills-
Higgs SU(2)-monopole in the Prasad-Sommerfield limit. Finiteness
of the energy forces the boundary condition 'at infinity' that 0
asymptotically approaches a fixed adjoint orbit in su(2)=R3
in fact more is true for we have
= 
1 —	 — 0(r-2)
a
	
	
= 0(r-2)
@S-2
	
= 0(r-2 )	 as r m
a
where	 114)112
	
Trace(4)2 ) and denotes the angular derivative,
see [J&T]. Now, Hitchin has shown in [H2], that a solution (7,4))
of the Bogomolny equation, subject to these boundary conditions,
may be faithfully encoded into the spectral curve of the monopole,
which is an algebraic curve on T'11' 1
 constructed in the following
way. Given (7,), on each line 2, in 1R 3 , we have the ordinary
differential equation
( 79, - i0)ti) = 0
where
it
 denotes the covariant derivative in the direction of R.
and IP is a 2-component function on 9. Then, viewing T I P ],
 as the
space of oriented lines in 1R 3 , the subset of lines St ET'F i for
which the above equation has a square-integrable solution, is a
compact algebraic curve, from which the monopole can be reconstructed.
In particular, the topological charge kE1N of the monopole,
which is the degree of the map S 2	 S2 given by restricting
0 to a large sphere in 1R 3 , may be read off the spectral curve as
S . C, where C is a generic fibre of T'lP1------*F1 . Consequently
the next result, which gives an integral representation formula
for the charge of a monopole, follows immediately from 4.10.
Theorem 4.22 Suppose that ScT'll' i is the spectral curve of an
r\.,	 6
SU(2)-monopole of charge k and that S--)-S is its desingular-
,N,
ization. There exists a finite set of points { p , ... ,p
r
)cS
1
such that osculation of S induces a semi-metric g on SVp , ... p
r
)
1
whose Gaussian curvature K satisfies
g
k = - —1 f K dA47	 g g
'\fP1' — ' Pr)
Corollary 4.23 The algebraic minimal surface 4) = Re(os(0) has
total curvature equal to -47 x (charge of monopole) .
Remark 4.24 (i) Observe that this formula is not a consequence
of the Gauss-Bonnet formula on S. For example if g=1 then S is
smooth and K=2, see [H2] ; but of course any metric on S has total
curvature equal to zero.
(ii) The points fp , ... , p
r
) arise intrinsically
1
and correspond to the ends of 4). Recall that in §1.F we saw that
r\,
4)(SVp i , ... , pr1) , viewed from infinity, looks like a finite
collection of planes intersecting at the origin
Tr 0 (5(p ), 
••• 
,Tr 0 (5(p
r
) are the normal vectors to these 'planes'.
1
(iii) The minimal surface associated to a static
monopole has some aspects of soliton structure : for, observe that
the Gaussian curvature is highly localized on the image surface in
le.
Consider the family of algebraic minimal surfaces obtained
by osculating the family of spectral curves associated to a geodesic
on the moduli space of SU(2)-monopoles of charge k, (the low-energy
approximation to monopole motion, see [A&H]). This family should
exhibit interesting soliton behaviour. For k =2, the spectral curve
is either smooth and elliptic or consists of a pair of sections.
In the elliptic case they are completions in T'1P 1
 of cubic curves
with the normal form
	
12= re-re-I-	 , r. 6 (:0) .
1	 2	 1	 1
Consequently such an S is an embedding in T'lP of C modulo a1
lattice, via a Weierstrass 8D-function and its derivative :
c r\, t). Thus, osculation gives algebraic minimal surfaces in 1R 3
 whose
Gauss maps are Weierstrass	 unctions. Furthermore, given the
explicit representation of S, it should be easy to calculate Ps.
Osculating the family of elliptic curves associated to a
'slowly-moving' SU(2)-monopole of charge 2 appears to lead to an
interesting bifurcation phenomenon. Asymptotically, this family
breaks up into a pair of sections (corresponding to the fact that
well-separated monopoles are particle-like), see [Hurl] and [A&H:§7].
Consequently, the associated family of minimal surfaces degenerates
into a pair of points on the 2-sphere at infinity. This seems to
accord well with our knowledge of the global structure of complete
branched minimal surfaces with finite branching and finite total
curvature, see §1.F. For, it seems likely that as the elliptic
curves approximate to 2 sections, the Gaussian curvature on the
ri
2
associated minimal surfaces concentrates in 2 regions which are
moving apart, (recall that osculating a section gives a point).
Thus the picture 'from infinity' forces some sort of degeneration
to occur, because the curvature must be 'concentrated in a finite
region' for the surface to look like a finite collection of planes
through the origin. One can obviously view these concentrations
of curvature as 'particles' and study their 'interactions'.
Problems 4.25 (1) Construct the minimal surface directly from the
original data (V,4)). In particular, write down the Gaussian
curvature and the integral representation formula of 4.22 in terms
of the original data.
(2) Is there a physical interpretation of OS or cl)s?
Note that the 'curvature field' of (1)s is asymptotically zero. Is
there some relationship with the work of Hurtubise on the asymptotic
Higgs field, see [Hur2] ?
(3) Interpret the constraints on a spectral curve S
in terms of Q — see 7.3 of [H2]. ((iv)is simple.)S
(4) Explain the significance of those points
fp,	 where osculation fails on S.
(5) Formulate a sensible way to measure the degree
of concentration of Gaussian curvature.
(6) Show that as an elliptic curve approximates to
2 sections the Gaussian curvature concentrates in 2 regions. (This
should involve considering the fact that the distribution of tangent
affine null planes approximates that of a pair of points.)
Appendix A : Branch Points and Ramification. 
Let X be an n–dimensional complex manifold and suppose that
p : M---X is a holomorphic curve. Furthermore suppose that C is
a local coordinate on a neighbourhood of 	 oclnI , and that
x : V—>-Cn is a chart centred at P(0), where V is a neighbourhood
of 11(c0).
Definition 1 A curve u : M-----X , has a branch point of order m 
at Co, if the Taylor expansion of 1- lx
 = X 01-1 has the following
form in the coordinate C :
11X
(C) = a + en-1-11'11)
q.,
where a c Cn and 11(0) x 0 . (Equivalently,
(1)
1-1
x 
(0) = ... = u (m) (0) = 0 and u (m+1) (0) x0 .) Let br (u) denoteX----
the order of branching of u at C. The following simple lemmas show
that this notion is well–defined.
Lemma 2 Suppose thatXi,X2	 V	 are charts centred at p(co): ----)-Cn
and let Pi = x i o u and 1.12 = X2 0 LI . Then
L0 ) 0) . ... . 1.4m) (0) = 0 and (m+1)1-11	 (0) %Q
iff
( 1 )	 (m)	 (m+1)
U2 ( 0 ) = ... = P2 (°) = 0 and U2	 (0) % 0 .
Proof Since P2 = c'0 p1 , where 0 = X2 0 X1-1
(1)	 , (1)
U2	 = (0.. 	 111)1-1 3.	 where	 ( 0 - ) = DO .
	
Oij	 ,	 lj
From Leibnitz ' s formula, each term in the i-th component of the r-th
(i)derivative'
	 2
U	 , involves a component of Ul , for some 1 < < r ;
,i
(2,)thus since P I (0) = 0 for 12.r , observe that if r < m then
P2 (0) = 0 . For i = 1,	 ,n we have
(m+1)	 (2')
,d	 i
+ Z(0 op
1	
i)u(rn+1)= terms involving
P2,i
	
j	 j	 1,j
where 1 < < , 1 < d< n , thus
(m+1)	 (m+1)
P2	 (0) = (0. . 0 Pl.)P1	 (0)	 •lj
Since 0 is a biholomorphism, 1.1 C.m+1) (0) 0 implies that 1.1 1I14-1) (0) X 0.
u l = 0-1 0P2 reverses the arguement.
Lemma 3 Suppose that II: M---Cn is holomorphic and that c and
w are local holomorphic coordinates at p E M . Then
(P) = 0	 and 	 P(P) 0dc	 del+1
iff
d
m+1
(p) = . = 
m 
(p) = 0
	 and
k)
dwm
+1d ‘	 • dw
du
The proof follows easily from repeated differentation of
	
.
dw dw dc •
dm+1dmu
lP) =
The following notion which is derived from [G-O-R], measures the
extent to which the branching order of a holomorphic curve at a point
is implicit in the parameterization.
Definition 4 A curve p : M--)-X has ramification index r at co 
if r is the largest positive integer for which there exists a
holomorphic map p :	 , where U is a neighbourhood of co and
D is a domain in C, such that
( 1 ) P	 U\fCO	 D\{P(Co))	 is an(r+1) -sheeted cover.
(ii) There exists a holomorphic map n D---+ X such that
Let ram (p) denote the ramification index of p at Co.
Co
Remark 5 If br (p) = ram (ii) then p is totally ramified at Co
Co	 Co
which is then referred to as a false branch point.
Proposition 6 Let M 1 and M2 be Riemann surfaces and suppose that
P M1---+ M 2 is a holomorphic map and fl :	 X is a
holomorphic curve. Then for p = nop we have
br (p) = (brc :(p) + 1)(brp( o) (n) + 1)
Co
Proof There exist charts .0 1 and 11) 2 centred at Co and P(Co)
respectively such that
Brco(p) ' 1
ramco ( u) + 1
brco(u) + 1
1-P2 0 p 011)11(o = cr-1-1
,n
where r = br (p) . If X : V---+ u	 is a chart centred at U(Co)
Co
then
x o ri 0 Vil () = a + Ek+1;()
where '?;(0) x 0 and k = br
10(Co) (1-)) . Consequently we have
xonopo ' ( c ) = a + ;'(cr+1)C(r+1)(k+1)
and hence br co (u) = ( r+1)(k+1) — 1 .
Corollary 7 For a holomorphic curve u : M---+ X and Co EM , the
integer
gives a measure of the branching of the image surface, u(M), at
U(Co). In particular, if Br
Co
(u) = 0 observe that u(U) is
biholomorphic to a disc for some sufficiently small neighbourhood
U of Co.
Appendix B : Additional Problems. 
(1) Describe the Weierstrass-Hitchin correspondence for a general
Einstein -Wey1 space, see [H1].
(2) Determine the class of curves in SL(2,C) given by this
correspondence.
(3) Develop this theory in the context of curves lying on points
of the family of quadrics in 1P 3 which is parameterised by the
curvature c, of a 3-dimensional space form and degenerates at c=0
to a singular cone, see [A].
(4) Does this relate to Bryant's work on Willmore surfaces in S3?
See [Br].
(5) Understand how non-orientability manifests itself in terms of
the Weierstrass-Hitchin correspondence.
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